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Introduction
I'm not sure what is worse: to believe that you have been abducted and experimented on
by aliens from another planet, or to suspect you have been abducted and experimented
on by members of your own species. Perhaps it is easier for us in a psychological sense,
to suspect that we have been abducted and experimented on by aliens because in some
strange way, we can excuse aliens for not understanding our customs and for not
"knowing better."
When I heard my first story about a person who believed they had been experimented on
by members of our government, I thought I had heard it all. To me, this story was more
unbelievable and more bizarre than the stories I had heard about alien abductions. What
this person said was, they believed they had been exposed to microwaves from small
black boxes that had been placed on their property by secret agents of the government.
They said they had been beamed by microwaves as part of a secret government
experiment. I discarded this information as coming from someone who was paranoid
and didn't give it another thought. During that time in my life I knew nothing about our
government's experimentation on American citizens.
Shortly thereafter, I decided to write about my abduction experiences. Writing my books
took several months, and during that time I maintained my busy schedule of abduction
support and found myself reliving many life events I thought I had put behind me for
good. There were also certain experiences that I had longed to find an explanation for,
but could not. These were my alien abduction encounters during which I saw military
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and other official looking personnel. In The Alien Jigsaw, one of my conclusions was
that I had been abducted by aliens, and either some members of our government are
working with them, or the aliens have manipulated me into believing our government is
working with them.[1] Little did I realize that this aspect of my alien experiences would
lead me to write this article today.
Another event that led me to write this article was my correspondence with an Austrian
researcher named Dr. Helmut Lammer who is currently publishing a book about mind
control and alien abductions.[2] Since Dr. Lammer asked that I write for his new book I
needed to understand more about the subject of mind control. My first step was to read.
After reading numerous books and personal accounts, I realized I needed to take a closer
look at some of my abduction experiences.
Although there are many striking differences between the experiences of abductees and
mind control victims, there are also some disturbing parallels. Like Dr. Lammer and
others, I am concerned by what appears to be a clear overlap between what some
abductees report and what some victims of mind control report.
What I want to do in Project Open Mind is determine if the military and other
government personnel that abductees report seeing during their experiences have both
the motive and the means for being there.
In The Controllers Martin Cannon writes, "The abductee's unrewarding task is to report
what he or she has experienced as truthfully as possible, untainted by outside
speculation."[3]
Part Two of Project Open Mind focuses on the subjects of behavior control and mind
control. In this section I rely heavily upon the work of other researchers and journalists.
For each subject I discuss there are many books, each with hundreds of pages. For each
book, there are thousands of documents and reports that the researchers and journalists
had to laboriously locate and meticulously study. So as to better understand the
message, I have included a section about the authors in Part Three so the reader can gain
some basic knowledge about the messengers. Part Four contains my "Notes" and
completes the first half of this project.
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Part One
Project Open Mind
A Quick Reference Timeline
Part One
I have created the following timeline because it is important to understand the recent
history of our Federal Government and how the activities of certain agencies under its
authority do business. I want to make it clear that the United States government is
certainly not the only government that has allowed experimentation on its own citizens.
However, I would like to remind the reader that it is only in America where we have the
right to publicly express our beliefs, our ideas, and our concerns, without fear of
retribution. I would like to keep this right, and perhaps by teaching others that secrecy
breeds unaccountability, we will not lose this right.
My timeline ends in 1980 because I feel that most of the books and information about
mind control, UFOs, and alien abductions that have been published or televised since
1980 can still be located. Finally, this timeline was created as a quick reference guide to
show the public how well the UFO phenomenon has been documented, as well as how
thoroughly mind control and behavioral control have been studied.
1700s In his book, Flying Saucers from Outer Space, Major Donald Keyhoe references
several sightings that occurred during the 1800s and even states that unusual objects and
lights had been reported all over the world as far back as the 1700s.[4]
1933 The official investigation into unidentified flying objects (UFOs) began when
mysterious "ghost rockets" or "ghost aircraft" were sighted over Scandinavia, Britain,
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and the United States.[5]
1939 World War II Began
1941 COI, the office of Coordinator of Information was created by President Roosevelt
for General William J. Donovan, Roosevelt's special emissary. Donovan's goal was to
fight the "new and important war." The psychological war. It was a war that would
eventually be waged against the American people.[6]
1942 Thousands of people in Los Angeles, California, witnessed a large UFO hovering
over the city. 1,430 rounds of anti-aircraft shells were fired at the UFO in an attempt to
bring the craft down. It failed. The craft moved toward Santa Monica and then Long
Beach, and then disappeared from view.[7]
1942 The OSS, Office of Strategic Services was formed to replace COI. The
psychological warfare charter for the OSS was created. During the three years of its
existence, "it developed psychological warfare into an effective weapon against the
minds of civilian and military populations foreign and domestic alike."[8]
1943 Small aerial vehicles of unknown origin were sighted by pilots during WW II.
Neither the Germans, the Americans nor the British knew what they were or who they
belonged to. Pilots nicknamed the objects "foo fighters." This same year, a piepanshaped object was seen by a twenty-six year old ship-fitter in the Navy while in the
Russell Islands. He would not officially report his sighting until 1947.[9]
The war that involved every major power in the world was raging forward. In an attempt
to build the first atomic bomb, the Manhattan Project soared into full flight. A large
group of American and "European-refugee" scientists succeeded in building the first
atomic bomb which finally ended World War II in 1945. World War II not only helped
create the atomic bomb, it also made science the mobilization factor for the defense of a
country.
1945 (Post war) the OSS was dismantled and the National Security Act created the
command structure for the Cold War.
1946 "Ghost Rockets" and other unidentified flying objects continued to be reported
over many different countries, world wide.
1947 June: veteran pilot Kenneth Arnold had a sighting of nine shiny crescent-shaped
objects flying in formation near Mount Rainier, Washington. The objects were traveling
"at least 1,200 miles per hour."[10]
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1947 July: the crash of what is believed to be an extraterrestrial craft of unknown origin
made newspaper headlines. It is now known as "The Roswell Incident."[11] In the
United States alone, there were hundreds of reports of unidentified flying objects
throughout the year.
1947 September: The CIA, Central Intelligence Agency was created to pick up where
the OSS left off. According to Good, "the CIA...was created the same month as MJ12."[12] Still a hotly debated topic, "MJ-12 (Majestic 12) was a highly secret panel
formed by President Truman to investigate UFOs and report its findings to the
President."[13]
1947 Project SIGN was created. It was the Air Force's study of UFOs, their performance
and their purpose. "To preserve security, a liaison between Project SIGN and Majestic
12 was limited to two people within the intelligence division of Air Materiel
Command."[14] "Project SIGN was created to investigate [UFOs] and also conceal the
truth from the public."[15]
1948 The pilots of an Eastern Airlines DC-3 reported being on a collision course with a
cigar-shaped object "about twice the diameter of a B-29 with no protruding surfaces."
According to one of the pilots, "it pulled up with a tremendous burst of flame from the
rear and zoomed into the clouds, its prop wash or jet wash rocking our DC-3."[16]
1948 Project SIGN was renamed Project GRUDGE and the Air Force's study of UFOs
was conducted under the code name "Blue Book."[17] In reality, Project GRUDGE did
not conduct a serious study of UFOs.
1948 UFO intrusions began to occur over sensitive military bases and nuclear
installations across the United States. These intrusions were addressed in a 1952 secret
CIA report.[18]
1948 Perhaps 1949: Project TWINKLE was created by the Air Force in response to
what they believed were extraterrestrial guided missiles that were exploded near
Albuquerque, New Mexico.[19]
1950 Project BLUEBIRD was approved by the first CIA Director, Roscoe Hillenkoetter.
He also approved the use of unvouchered funds to pay for its sensitive areas. This began
the CIA's first structured behavioral control program. Their goals consisted of
"controlling an individual to the point where he will do our bidding against his will and
even against such fundamental laws of nature as self-preservation." Some of their
experimental subjects included North Korean prisoners of war and suspected double
agents.[20]
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1951 Project GRUDGE is renamed Project BLUEBOOK
1951 U.S. military pilots reported UFOs near Iceland and in many locations across the
United States.
1951 Project BLUEBIRD was renamed Project ARTICHOKE. The CIA director
approved a liaison with the Army and Navy who were interested in finding a truth drug.
Another liaison was formed with the Air Force who wanted to study interrogation
techniques. Information was also exchanged with the Canadian and British governments.
Some of Project ARTICHOKE's experimental subjects included: suspected agents,
suspected double agents, people who "had a known reason for deception," American
college students (supposedly for more benign testing), and foreigners (since the CIA
was more likely to try certain procedures out on them rather than American citizens.)
"Terminal," or "to the death" experiments were usually carried out in other countries.[21]
According to Bowart, the control method used on two agents involved drugs and
hypnosis (narco-hypnosis). The subjects were hypnotically regressed and made to relive
past experiences. Posthypnotic suggestions were given to induce total amnesia of their
interrogations. The CIA called this experiment "very successful."[22]
1951 Project CHATTER, a highly classified Navy program to search for a truth drug,
began. They were looking for a way to make someone talk "fast" in the event of a
security emergency. These experiments used barbiturates, amphetamines, and heroin.
The drugs were supplied by the Bureau of Narcotics and pharmaceutical companies.
Some of the experimental subjects included the scientists themselves, and mostly
students.[23]
1952 Another wave of UFO sightings occurred this year. "On July 19/20, UFOs were
seen all over Washington, D.C. by the crews of several airliners, and were tracked on
radar at Andrews AFB as well as Air Traffic Control Center at Washington National
Airport."[24]
1952 The NSA, National Security Agency is formed as a separately organized agency
within the Department of Defense. Headquartered at Fort Meade, Maryland, its main
functions are to protect U.S. government communications and intercept foreign
communications. They have the ability to monitor, translate, and decipher
communications of any kind.[25]
1952 Project CASTIGATE began when the Navy and the CIA teamed up to test a
"secret potion" that consisted of a depressant, a stimulant, and the active ingredient in
marijuana. The drugs were to be administered over a three-day period. The experiment
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was carried out in Germany at a secret CIA base on a military installation. Experimental
subjects included one known double agent, one suspected double agent and three
defectors. Project CASTIGATE was considered a failure.[26]
1952 MKNAOMI (Pronounced M-K NAOMI with M-K standing for mind control.)
TSS's agreement with the Special Operations Division of the Army's biological research
center at Fort Detrick, Maryland. SOD's job was to produce germ weapons for the CIA's
use.
TSS stands for Technical Services Staff and was an agency referred to as "the Gadget
Wizards," similar to what "Q" is to James Bond.[27]
1952 Toward the end of 1952, the Air Force had over 1,500 new UFO reports in their
files and 303 of those were unidentified. The sighting over Washington D.C. changed a
lot for the Air Force. Since the publicity was overwhelming, a special panel was created
to officially debunk UFOs. That panel was sponsored by the CIA and was called "The
Robertson Panel."
1953 The Robertson Panel said: "The debunking aim would result in reduction of public
interest in flying saucers, which today evokes a strong psychological reaction. This
education could be accomplished by mass media such as television, motion pictures, and
popular articles...Such a program should tend to reduce the current gullibility of the
public and consequently their susceptibility to clever hostile propaganda."[28]
That same year an Air Force jet disappeared over northern Michigan while trying to
intercept a UFO. According to Good, "...the incident has never been explained...no
wreckage or the pilots were ever found."[29]
1953 Project CHATTER was abandoned by the Navy.
1953 MKULTRA, a CIA program for the covert use of biological and chemical
weapons began. Bowart states, "According to CIA documents, MKULTRA was 'an
umbrella project for funding sensitive projects' and covered 'policy and procedures for
the use of biochemicals in clandestine operations...' "[30] "MKULTRA was exempted
from normal CIA financial controls and allowed TSS to begin research projects without
contracts or written agreements."[31]
As usual, MKDELTA and MKNAOMI had already been set up prior to the CIA being
given official permission for MKULTRA. MKDELTA became the operational side of
MKULTRA.
MKULTRA focused on drugs, specifically LSD since the CIA had a phobia about LSD
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ending up in the hands of the Russians. The CIA wanted to use LSD as a weapon. The
Russians and the Cold War were used as a national security excuse for most of the CIA's
actions. The CIA studied hundreds of other drugs besides LSD, as well as experimenting
with: "radiation, electroshock, psychology, sociology, anthropology, psychiatry,
harassment substances and paramilitary devices and materials."[32]
It appears that the scientists enjoyed trying these drugs on themselves, but they also used
many hospital patients, volunteers (mostly students), inmates who were usually paid for
their participation with more drugs, and eventually anyone the CIA could get, without
their consent, of course. The CIA "scientists" even reduced themselves to misting and
spraying unwitting American citizens as they walked down busy city streets. Later they
would study how they could manipulate genes, and develop compounds that could
simulate heart attack and stroke.[33]
1954 "On May 5th, two huge objects maneuvered at a high altitude over D.C. The next
day Navy radar tracked an enormous machine circling 90,000 feet above the capital...In
June...the same spaceship or a similar one returned...this time it remained for two hours
maneuvering between the capital and Baltimore"[34]
1954 Project SIGMA was allegedly created to establish communications with aliens. It
was said to have met with "positive success."[35] If the first and second hand reports
from the military men who have been based at the secret Groom Lake facility are true,
then Project SIGMA did meet with success.
1957 A South American farmer named Antonio Villas-Boas was abducted by nonhuman beings and taken on board a craft that had landed in his field. Villas-Boas told
his story to outsiders for the first time in 1958.[36] It would be another four years before
the Betty and Barney Hill abduction would occur in the United States.
1958 Major Donald Keyhoe, Director of the National Investigations Committee on
Aerial Phenomenon (NICAP), appeared as a guest on the "Armstrong Circle Theater
Show." He had planned to make an announcement about what the United States
government knew about UFOs. He began by stating, "And now I'm going to reveal
something that has never been disclosed before...for the last six months we have been
working with a congressional committee investigating official secrecy about
UFOs..."[37] At that moment the producer of the show (CBS) cut the audio and the
public was not able to hear the remainder of Major Keyhoe's statement. Later it was
determined to have been done because of pressure from Air Force "spokesmen" in the
interest of national security.
1961 While driving home to New Hampshire from Canada one night in 1961, a couple
named Betty and Barney Hill spotted a flying saucer in the sky. After many months of
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distress they sought psychiatric help. After several hypnotic regressions they recalled
being abducted by humanoids (later called aliens.) This was the first reported case of
abduction in the United States. Their story was published in 1966.[38]
1964 MKULTRA became MKSEARCH. Many sub-projects stayed under MKULTRA
while the most sensitive behavioral experiments went to MKSEARCH. These
experiments were conducted on prisoners, terminal cancer patients and people who were
described as mental "defectives." They also used radar waves on monkeys' brains
(which risked "cooking" their brains) and one scientist took the head of one monkey and
tried to attach it to the body of another.[39] Other experiments involved studying
telepathy, radio frequencies and memory.
1964 Reports began to come in from other people claiming to have seen alien beings in
association with UFOs. Reports involving mysterious government men who attempted
to silence the witnesses were reported as well. These mysterious men have been called
MIBs or "Men In Black." There is speculation that these MIBs are CIA agents or men
from another more secretive agency. There are also some ufologists and abduction
researchers who believe the MIBs are really aliens disguised as humans.
This same year a UFO landing occurred and left behind physical evidence. The landing
occurred in Socorro, New Mexico, and was witnessed by a police officer named Lonnie
Zamora. The Air Force was involved in the investigation of this case and it remains
listed as "unidentified."[40]
1967 A man named Stephen Michalak came across a landed UFO near Falcon Lake,
Canada. When he touched the craft a blast of hot air shot out of an exhaust grill and hit
him. He immediately became nauseous and had a terrible headache. The burst of hot
vapor created a painful burn mark on his stomach.[41]
Project MOONDUST, although no creation date was given, is described by Good: "This
project was, and possibly still is, a foreign space debris program of the U.S. Air Force
System Command's Foreign Technology Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Dayton, Ohio, and while its primary function would seem to be the recovery of missile
and satellite debris, there are indications that it has also been involved in the recovery of
more exotic artifacts." Allegedly, Project MOONDUST is involved in the recovery of
crashed saucers.
1967 Or 1968, Project OFTEN/CHICKWIT was initiated by the Army Chemical Corps
and the CIA's Office of Research and Development to create new drug compounds "that
could be used offensively."[42] Hallucinogens were tested on inmates in Pennsylvania,
but very little is known about the experiments. "CIA documents mention 'several
laboratory accidents' in which a drug designated as EA-3167 produced 'prolonged
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psychotic effects in laboratory personnel' "[43]
It would appear that the CIA's drug testing continued throughout the 1970s since, "A
CIA memo dated March 8, 1971, indicates that a backlog of more than twenty-six
thousand drugs had been acquired 'for future screening' "[44]
1969 Project BLUEBOOK was officially terminated. Since it has been made public,
every serious researcher now knows that Project BLUEBOOK was nothing more than a
well-planned cover-up of UFO sightings, UFO photographs, UFO videos, and UFO
investigations, by the Government of the United States.
MKSEARCH continued into the early 1970's, and more experiments were performed
under ORD, the Office of Research and Development. Some of these experiments
consisted of implanting electrodes into the brains of cats, dogs, and reptiles and
controlling the animals remotely. Animal experiments were always (and still are)
performed first and heinously, but we don't hear much about these atrocities.
According to Bowart, the following agencies were involved in behavior modification
and behavioral research projects: the Defense Department, the Department of Labor, the
National Science Foundation, the Veteran's Administration, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the National Institute of Mental Health, the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (under the Department of Justice). "All of the above agencies
were named in secret CIA documents as those who provided research 'cover' for
MKULTRA."[45]
1970 Throughout the decade of the seventies, a wave of UFO sightings occurred in
Bolivia, Spain, Korea, Iran, and Peru.[46]
1972 Project SNOWBIRD was allegedly established to test fly recovered alien craft and
is said to be continuing in Nevada.[47] Project AQUARIUS, which is still classified, is
also allegedly related to the study of UFOs. At the very least, we know it is a classified
long-term project.
1973 While fishing one night in Pascagoula, Mississippi, Charles Hickson and Calvin
Parker heard a zapping sound. When they looked in the direction of the sound, to their
amazement - they saw a craft approaching. There was no engine noise, just a pulsing
blue light. So began another abduction of humans by non-human beings. Their case was
investigated by (the late) Dr. Allen Hynek, Professor of Astronomy at Northwestern
University, a leading UFO expert in America. The case was made public, first by the
press, and then by Charles Hickson himself.[48]
1977 After the trials and tribulations of the CIA in the mid seventies, President Carter
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appointed his former Annapolis classmate, Admiral Stansfield Turner, head of the
intelligence community. According to Bowart, "In so doing he gave him sweeping
powers which no other intelligence director in the history of the United States has ever
possessed....Appearing to reorganize it under Turner, he merely strengthened its
totalitarian potential."[49]
1980 During litigation against the CIA by Citizens Against UFO Secrecy (CAUS), a
representative of the NSA "admitted in a court hearing that the NSA had found a total of
239 documents on UFOs that were relevant to FOIA requests."[50]
1980 In December, a fiery object was seen in the Texas night sky by a woman named
Betty Cash, her friend Vickie Landrum, and her seven year old grandson Colby. The
object had flames shooting down from it and the three witnesses got out of their car to
get a better look. The object was diamond-shaped and was making beeping sounds. It
was surrounded by twenty-three Chinook helicopters that, oddly, appeared to be
escorting the fiery craft. After their "sighting," "Betty had a blinding headache, pains in
her neck and nodules on her head and scalp that burst, seeping clear fluid. She suffered
from vomiting, nausea, and diarrhea. Four days later she was admitted to the hospital as
a burn victim...[later]...Betty developed breast cancer and underwent a mastectomy."[51]
The witnesses sued the U.S. government, but "their case was eventually dismissed on
the grounds that no such object was owned, operated or in the inventory of the Air
Force, Army, Navy, or NASA."[52]
It is generally believed by many individuals, including the authors of several of the
references I have sited, that neither the "cryptocracy's" mind control projects nor their
UFO projects were terminated in the early seventies. Because our government allows
these agencies to operate in secret, there is no accountability.
###
Project Open Mind continues in Part Two where I review: Electronic Stimulation of
the Brain, RHIC-EDOM, Electroencephalography, Hypnosis, Microwaves, False
Memory Syndrome, and Virtual Reality.
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Part Two
The Technology
Part Two
The goal of this portion of Project Open Mind is to introduce the reader to the
technologies that might be involved in answering the question: Are some alien
abductions government mind control experiments? Even if we decide all alien
abductions are carried out by alien Beings, this information will still be helpful to our
understanding of how humans might be controlled. If we decide some abductions are
carried out by a nefarious force within our government, or that the alien abduction
phenomenon is a "cover" for a covert project being carried out by other humans,
understanding this information may help us terminate some or all of these activities.
I have divided the following information into seven sections. Please understand that I
am only giving a brief history or description of each of these subjects since there has
been enough information published about all them - with the exception of Section II - in
order to write six separate books. The information I will cover includes: I) A Brief
History of Electronic Stimulation of the Brain, II) Radio Hypnotic Intracerebral Control
and Electronic Dissolution of Memory, III) Applications of Electroencephalography,
IV) Hypnosis, V) Microwave Radiation, VI) A Dubious Defense, and VII) Virtual
Surgery - Virtual Reality.

Section I

A Brief History of Electronic Stimulation of the Brain or ESB
In 1928, scientists discovered what they called a "violence center" in the hypothalamus
of the brain. They found that when the posterior region of the hypothalamus in an
animal's brain was destroyed, the animal remained in a permanent state of rage. Soon,
scientists discovered that instead of destroying this area of the hypothalamus, all they
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needed to do was stimulate it to produce the same effects of rage and violent behavior.
Then came the invention of thin needle-like electrodes that could be inserted into any
part of the brain without causing permanent damage. Scientists discovered that they
could connect these brain stimulators to an apparatus which would enable the animal to
stimulate its own brain.[53] Obviously, when the animals were given a choice, they
preferred to stimulate other areas of their brains such as the pleasure centers, rather than
the violence or pain centers.
With funds donated by the Rockefeller Foundation to McGill University, a psychiatric
facility named Allan Memorial was established in 1943, and a Dr. Ewen Cameron
became head of the facility. With additional funding from the CIA during the 1950s,
Cameron used experimental techniques on his patients, most of whom were women.
One of Cameron's therapies was called "depatterning," and was described as "the
breaking up [of] existing patterns of behavior, both the normal and the schizophrenic, by
means of particularly intensive electroshocks, usually combined with prolonged drug
induced sleep."[54] What he created were "mind vegetables." Cameron left these
unfortunate people with very few memories. However, he didn't stop there.
Cameron would then use another technique on his patients that he called "psychic
driving." During this part of his "therapy" he would bombard the patient with repeated
verbal messages that were "emotionally loaded" and mentally abusive. The patients
were forced to listen to audio recordings all night long as they lay (drugged) in their
beds because Cameron ordered that speakers be placed under their pillows.[55] After
approximately two weeks or more, he would then force his patients to listen to so-called
positive psychic driving tapes apparently to induce new thinking patterns. Cameron
victimized his patients through unproved behavioral modification techniques.
Also during the decades of 1940 and 1950, a neurosurgeon (at McGill University)
named Wilder Penfield and his colleague performed brain stimulation experiments on
the exposed brains of patients during neurosurgery. What they discovered was that their
patients' brains could be stimulated in such a way that would make them remember past
events. The doctors also discovered that their patients' brains could be stimulated to
make them experience, "eerie feelings of familiarity." Their patients were alert during
these procedures, but "they reported that things and people in the operating room were
somehow familiar. Some said they felt that everything around them had happened
before or was part of a dream."[56]
Most everyone who has taken a basic psychology course has been introduced to José
Manuel Rodriquez Delgado, the neurophysiologist who, in 1964, became famous for
stopping a charging bull in a bull ring with a simple push of a button on a black box
Delgado held in his hands. This "amazing feat" was carried out by the use of electronic
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brain stimulating devices that had been implanted into the brain of the bull. It is still a
matter of controversy as to whether Delgado actually controlled the bull's behavior, or if
the bull was preoccupied with the pain he was experiencing due to the brain stimulation.
When Delgado arrived at Yale University's Medical School in 1950, the equipment to
carry out brain stimulation was bulky and expensive. Soon, with the help of Delgado
and funds from the Office of Naval Research, the equipment became much smaller and
more convenient. By the 1970's an entire brain stimulating device could be implanted
under the skin and it could remain there during the entire life of the individual.
According to Scheflin and Opton in The Mind Manipulators, one of Delgado's future
predictions included, "Micro-miniaturized computers [that] may be implanted under the
skin to provide 'on demand' stimulation for specific neuronal pools without disturbing
on-going behavior...[scientists will be able to] give light to the blind...sound to the deaf...
and induce pleasure and friendliness in human beings."[57]
During the 1970s, research performed by a team of scientists headed by William
Dobelle "implanted 64 electrodes in the visual cortex areas of totally blind volunteers'
brains. Stimulation of the cortex by a single electrode created some primitive visual
experiences, causing a subject to 'see' a phosphene - a tiny spot of glowing light that
seemed to be located several feet in front of the viewer's face. Dobelle's team discovered
that if a number of electrodes were activated at the same time, subjects could discern
meaningful patterns among simultaneously occurring phosphenes...one subject who had
been accidentally blinded several years earlier was able to see various patterns and
shapes, and even to differentiate letters of the alphabet."[58]
Researcher's are currently working on more sophisticated devices to help the blind see.
For example, "A blind person will one day be provided with an artificial eye that
consists of a highly miniaturized TV camera mounted in a glass enclosure. The images
will be converted by a tiny computer that will send the information to the visual cortex
through implanted electrodes."[59]
In 1975, another scientist working at Tulane University in New Orleans named Dr.
Robert Heath also conducted experiments involving ESB. Dr. Health, whose principle
research was the psychobiology of psychosis and violence, is considered to be an
extremely controversial scientist. For over twenty-five years "he implanted stimulating
and recording electrodes deep within the brains of a wide variety of people."[60]
There was yet another scientist fervently working to control human behavior during the
1970s as well. However, this scientist, Joseph A. Meyer was a computer specialist with
the NSA, the National Security Agency. Scheflin and Opton write, "[Meyer] proposes
attaching tracking devices, which he calls 'transponders,' to half of all Americans who
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have ever been arrested for a crime other than a traffic violation...."[61] The authors
continue their discussion of Meyer's plan, "We need not concern ourselves about
electronic oppression, Meyer implies, because we are already in a state of permanent
guerrilla warfare. On one side are the economic surplus slum dwellers; on the other side
is the rest of us. It is the slum dwellers who are the real targets of the transponder
system, and they are already subject to so much punishment from police, courts, jails
and prisons that the transponder system would be a relief."[62]
The following is a partial list of what scientists have achieved using brain stimulating
devices:
The acceleration, slowing down or stopping of the heart
Inhibition of the maternal instinct
Adjusting the diameter of the pupil at will
Helping stroke victims recover from paralysis
Forcing people to talk, to be silent, to become friendly, and to become
erotically aroused
Inducing pleasure, orgasm and pain
Blocking an individual's thinking processes
Summoning memories and creating hallucinations
Dramatically altering an individual's behavior
According to Bowart, "In 1969 Dr. Delgado pleaded that the U.S. Government increase
research into ESB, Electronic Stimulation of the Brain in order to produce the
fundamental information which would give birth to a 'psycho-civilized society.' He said
that the needed research could not be 'generated by scientists themselves, but must be
promoted and organized by governmental action declaring conquering of the human
mind a national goal at parity with the conquering of poverty or landing a man on the
moon.' "[63]
By the 1970's it was publicly known and proven that cerebral stimulation could
dramatically change the behavior of human beings. Most of the cases we read about in
pop-psychology books and psychology texts are the positive ways that psychobiologists
use cerebral stimulation to "eliminate symptoms of violence and uncontrollable
aggression," or other negative behaviors which some scientists incorrectly label as
"symptoms."[64]

Section II
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Radio-Hypnotic Intracerebral Control and Electronic Dissolution
of Memory
According to Lincoln Lawrence, author of Were We Controlled? "RHIC involves radio
contact with a subject who has been previously hypnotized and taught to perform certain
actions and maintain certain attitudes. Post hypnotic suggestions are transmitted by
radio waves triggering a certain preconditioned behavior..."[65] In a 1977 Gallery
Magazine article sited by Scheflin and Opton, Lawrence states, "the Electronic
Dissolution of Memory alters time senses by emitting radio waves and ultra-sonic signal
tones which act upon memory storage chemicals in the brain."[66]
The Electronic Dissolution of Memory is accomplished by "electronically jamming the
brain" thereby causing the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, "to create static which blocks
out sight and sounds. You would then have no memory of what you saw or heard; your
mind would be a blank."[67]
Acetylcholine was the first neurotransmitter to be discovered and is the most common
neurotransmitter found in the brain. Acetylcholine is described as the neurotransmitter
secreted by motor nerves to excite skeletal muscles and it is activated by the vagus nerve
(the tenth cranial nerve in the medulla that innervates most organs of the abdomen), as
well as the nerves that control most internal organs.[68]
Important to our discussion, is that acetylcholine is one of the primary neurotransmitters
involved in memory. Memory involves different parts of the brain and four different
processes: 1) a sensory registry, 2) immediate memory, 3) short-term memory, and 4)
long-term memory.[69] In addition, each of these four processes has its own time scale.
Another common neurotransmitter involved with learning and memory is
norepinephrine. There are several neurotransmitters and amino acids involved with
learning and memory and each has a specific function.[70] It seems logical that if
electrical impulses are used to bombard a person's brain, a complex neurochemical
organ, this will affect the individual's neurotransmitters. If these levels are sufficiently
altered, then memory would also be affected.
As far as I can tell, RHIC-EDOM first surfaced in Lincoln Lawrence's book in 1967.
According to Bowart, "Lawrence...may have had much more evidence [about RHIC]
than he was allowed to present. His credentials indicated that he had been 'working in
liaison with the department of defense.' "[71] In 1975 a journalist named James L.
Moore claimed he had been given secret documents by CIA personnel describing RHICEDOM.[72] If this is some kind of elaborate hoax, then why would it surface again
almost ten years later and be connected with the CIA? If this was an intentional leak,
what could the agency gain by releasing this information? It would certainly be of great
value to humanity if Moore would share (of had shared) these documents with other
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researchers.[73]
Interestingly, according to Bowart, "A research and development team at the Space and
Biology Laboratory of the University of California at the Los Angeles Brain Research
Institute found a way to stimulate the brain by creating an electrical field completely
outside the head. Dr. W. Ross Adey stimulated the brain with electric pulse levels which
were far below those thought to be effectual in the old implanting technique."[74] In
addition, by 1975, scientists were also testing a primitive "mind reading" machine with
positive results.[75]

Section III

Interesting Applications of Electroencephalography
The EEG provides overall information about a person's mental state and the EEG can
also tell us a little about a person's response to a specific stimuli. "There is, however,
much 'background' noise in the form of ongoing spontaneous brain waves, and this
makes it difficult to identify what brain wave changes are occurring due to a specific
stimulus. A relatively new variation of the EEG uses computers to extract the
background noise so that brain wave responses can be identified. These wave patterns
associated with specific stimuli are called evoked potentials [or evoked responses]."[76]
"In the words of Edward Beck, one of the early evoked-response pioneers, 'a unique and
identifying quality....many individuals may be recognized by the distinguishing
characteristics of their evoked response...In other words, a person's evoked response is
like a fingerprint of the brain. ' "[77]
This idea has fascinating applications if you are using an intracerebral implant with EEG
capabilities to identify an individual. Not only could you pinpoint the proximity of the
individual by using something like the GPS, Global Positioning System, you could
monitor their evoked responses as part of your bio-telemetry data collection.
The P300 response or P3 wave, is a "long latency response" that your brain has to a
stimulus. It can be created by clicks, tones, flashes of light or practically any other
stimulus that a person can detect. Scientists are able to measure it and it is believed "to
represent a decision-making activity endogenous to the cortex." In the late 1970s,
scientists were studying this and other ways of measuring attention under a grant from
the Department of Defense.[78]
"In the case of the P300 question...the distinction is between an electronic toy that can
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detect sensory stimuli, or the much more exciting prospect that the P300 represents one
of the first objective measurements of brain activity corresponding to an act of the will.
If the second alternative could be proven, psychobiologists would possess an electronic
probe capable of detecting the exact instant when a person has made a decision. And,
most important of all, they will know it prior to any action on the person's part!"[79]
During my abduction experiences, I've often thought, "They know what I'm going to do
before I do it..." This is how quickly the aliens think and respond. Is it telepathy, or is it
technology? Are they aliens, or are they humans?
Experiments carried out at the Yale Center for Behavioral Medicine show that "a
neurophysiological alteration in brain-wave activity occurs and responds to a 'mental'
activity. Merely imagining that we are doing something can bring about brain activation
similar to what happens when we are actually doing it."[80] Words that are spoken and
images that are shown to a subject may actually have physical effects on the subject, so
"verbal therapy might be neural therapy."[81]
What could be learned by placing a subject through a "mental maze" and measuring
their evoked response or their P3 wave? One very interesting thing you could study
would be the individual's responses during an abduction or a "perceived" abduction by
alien Beings, and how the subject's responses differ from a normal life experience.
Regardless of whether the implants are placed in people's brians by aliens or agents of
mind control, the evoked response and the P3 wave are probably just a small
representation of the data that is being collected from these subjects.

Section IV

Hypnosis
Hypnosis is often described as a state of relaxation during which the subject retains a
certain amount of control. However, what the hypnotist says and how they say it can
have long-lasting effects on the subject. People can be led to answer questions in a
particular manner while under hypnosis. Consider the following definitions that have
been published in two university psychology texts:
"Hypnosis is a state of heightened suggestibility in which a person is unusually willing
to comply with the hypnotist's directives, including those that alter perceptions of self
and the environment."[82] Some of the reputed effects of hypnosis include enhanced
memory, pain reduction, improved athletic performance, improved scholarly
performance, and the ability to remember earlier stages of development.[83] Some
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researchers believe that hypnosis can also be used by therapists to create split
personalities in their patients.[84]
Of course, I am not implying that abduction researchers who use hypnosis are doing
anything like this. Rather, this discussion is designed to introduce the reader to what
scientists affiliated with the CIA have done in the past, and how powerful the effects of
hypnosis can be on certain individuals.
The following is a brief look at some of the scientists who were notorious for their work
with hypnosis.
Dr. George Estabrooks was the head of psychology at Colgate University during the
1930s. Estabrooks stated that "Hypnosis did not work on everyone and that only one
person in five made a good enough subject to be placed in a deep trance..."[85] In
addition, hypnosis and narco-hypnosis, (the combination of drugs and hypnosis) have
been shown to make subjects believe they were talking to someone other than the
scientist-interrogator.[86]
During the early years of the Cold War, the CIA found their first "behavioral research
czar." His name was Morse Allen. One of his successes with hypnosis was getting
"young CIA secretaries to stay after work...proving to his own satisfaction that [with the
use of hypnosis] he could make them do whatever he wanted."[87]
This takes me back to the time I was reviewing some hypnosis transcripts for another
abductee. During her hypnosis session with a male hypnotist, she was told while under
hypnosis, "The doctor loves you very much." Shortly after this session, the woman
began to feel misplaced feelings of affection toward the hypnotist. Needless to say, this
troubled the woman greatly. When she realized what had occurred she was incredulous,
but had no other way to explain her feelings. It took several weeks for her feelings to
subside.
[This is one example of one hypnotist who made a mistake during hypnosis. I am using
this as an illustration of the power hypnosis can have on particular individuals. It should
not be misconstrued as an example of what all abduction researchers do to abductees
while using hypnosis.]
During Morse Allen's early work with hypnosis, his aim was to "...take an existing ego
state - such as an imaginary childhood playmate - and build it into a separate
personality, unknown to the first." Allen would then work with this "new" personality he
created and would "command it to carry out specific deeds about which the main
personality would know nothing. There would be inevitable leakage between the two
personalities, particularly in dreams; but if the hypnotist were clever enough, he could
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build in cover stories and safety valves which would prevent the subject from acting
inconsistently."[88]
This is what was done to a beautiful and talented woman named Candy Jones during the
decade of the sixties. Candy Jones was used by the CIA as a courier and became a
victim of abuse and torture for over ten years. Her case was investigated by Donald Bain
and published in 1976.[89]
This leakage of information is pertinent to our discussion since it also relates to
abductions. Some abduction researchers believe that the aliens use some type of post
hypnotic suggestion so the abductee will not remember their abduction. However, we
know from the information that has been reported by abductees that much information,
has, in fact, "leaked out."
Since we no doubt have "clever" hypnotists and aliens, perhaps "cover stories and safety
valves" have been built in during the amnesia induction process. In other words, as
Martin Cannon points out in The Controllers[90] as well as Dr. Karla Turner did in her
work[91]; we must consider the possibility that some of the information we are getting
from abductees may be cover stories, perhaps even information to throw our
investigations off track. Cannon quotes a Dr. Martin T. Orne to illustrate this point:
[You should know that Dr. Orne was the head of the Office of Naval Research's
Committee on hypnosis. He helped to develop the coercive use of hypnotic mind control
for the CIA.[92] Dr. Orne also received large sums of money from the CIA to support
his hypnosis research at Harvard.] [93] Quoting Dr. Orne:
"A S [subject] who is able to develop good posthypnotic amnesia will also respond to
suggestions to remember events which did not actually occur. On awakening, he will
instead recall the suggested events. If anything, this phenomenon is easier to produce
than total amnesia, perhaps because it eliminates the subjective feeling of an empty
space in memory."[94]
This is a confusing scenario to consider if you are an abductee or an abduction
researcher. I cannot imagine that either group of individuals would want to admit that
they could be so manipulated by other humans or aliens. However, it is important for us
to consider that this may, in fact, be occurring. I don't want to imply that all alien
abductions can be explained by this technique, but we must look at what humans (and
aliens) are capable of. At this point, we are still left with the choices I outlined in The
Alien Jigsaw: 1) The aliens are manipulating us into believing that our government is
abducting us, 2) Our government really is abducting us, 3) Both aliens and our
government are abducting us. Personally, I don't like any of these choices.
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As documented by John Marks, during the 1960s the Counterintelligence division of the
CIA had three goals: "1) to induce hypnosis very rapidly in unwitting subjects; 2) to
create durable amnesia; and 3) to implant durable and operationally useful posthypnotic
suggestion."[95]
Certainly by this brief overview of hypnosis, we can see that if human agents of mind
control wished for someone to remember "aliens" instead of humans, it could be
accomplished. And, if aliens wanted abductees to remember humans, that, too could be
accomplished. In addition, if a subject has been implanted with a highly sophisticated
implant, either group may have found a way around getting to the subject each time an
"abduction" needs to occur. It is possible that they could "order" the subject to come to
them.

Section V

Microwave Radiation
Microwaves are composed of electromagnetic radiation and have a wavelength from
about 12 to about 0.04 inch (between infra-red and short-wave radio wavelengths). The
frequency range is from 1,000 to 300,000 megahertz. Microwaves are used for radar,
communications links over moderate distances, and cooking.
Microwaves Can :
Affect the central nervous system
Alter the body's natural brain wave rhythm
Induce hallucinations
Create perceptual changes including a loss of the sense of time
Alter endocrine gland secretions
Produce behavioral changes
For ten years, beginning in 1962, the Russians bombarded the United States Embassy in
Moscow with microwave radiation. The CIA knew about it, but kept it secret in order to
cover up their own experiments with radiation. This "non-action" by the CIA cost the
lives and health of some of their employees who worked at the Embassy in Moscow.
[96]
Simply by reading this partial list of what microwaves can do, we can see that if enough
microwaves are directed to a subject, one can induce hallucinations and perhaps even a
feeling of "missing time." If the individual does not pay attention to the time, they may
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assume they have had an abduction experience when in fact it was something else. It is
possible then that a nefarious group of experimenters could make certain individuals
believe they are being abducted by aliens if they wanted to.
I cannot leave this brief discussion of microwaves without mentioning other forms of
wave technology. In 1995, Dr. Nicholas Begich and Jeane Manning co-authored Angels
Don't Play This HAARP: Advances in Tesla Technology. Their book contains so much
information I cannot (in this paper) provide an overview of the details their research
covers. However, simply by reading Dr. Patrick Flanagan's Foreword, one learns that he
developed an electronic telepathy machine called a Neurophone, 37 years ago! Dr.
Flanagan discusses the problems he had with the government in obtaining a patent for
his new invention, and cautions the public about the possible misuse of HAARP
technology.
So, what is HAARP? The acronym stands for High frequency Active Auroral Research
Program. The device is designed to "beam more than 1.7 gigawatts (billion watts) of
radiated power into the ionosphere - the electrically charged layer above Earth's
atmosphere."[97] Begich and Manning's book looks at what effects modulated radio
frequencies have on animals, including humans, and the environment.
During the first week of September, 1996, CNN ran a brief story about how walruses
were sliding to their deaths off of several cliffs along the coast of Alaska. They showed
film of the poor animals sliding and struggling all the way down to the edge of the cliffs
before they plunged to the rocks below. During the news broadcast, the reporter was
adamant about the fact that the animals did not have anything wrong with them and
were not "committing suicide." They were simply losing their balance - all of the sudden
and in record numbers. Could this be an effect of HAARP? Are the poor animals being
beamed with a specific frequency that causes them to lose their balance (inner ear
equilibrium) momentarily? Humans and animals do not deserve to die every time our
government designs a new toy - or weapon - which ever HAARP turns out to be. For
more information about HAARP please refer to Part Three: The Messengers.

Section VI

A Dubious Defense
Due to individual belief systems, there will probably always be people who will resist
believing in alien abductions and mind control. There are also going to be people who
will attempt to disprove and even discredit these individuals. Why not calling them
outright liars like the debunkers often do, some skeptics claim that abductions are no
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more than the abductee's "memories" from schizophrenic or delusional episodes. The
same has been said of victims of mind control.
John Carpenter, John Mack, and the late Nicholas Spanos have done a noteworthy job of
defending abductees and explaining the truth about bona fide mental disorders and their
relationship to alien abduction.[98] And, I believe William Bowart's foundation is
striving to educate the public about mind control experiments. Unfortunately, there is
yet another obstacle we will all have to "step over" in our journey toward enlightenment.
FMS or False Memory Syndrome is an unproved "syndrome" that is popular to use in
order to attempt to discredit several unpleasant subjects, one of which is "alien
abduction." However, FMS is not officially recognized in the DSM-III-R, the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for mental disorders, so how has it become such a
powerful weapon?
Remember Dr. Martin T. Orne, (who helped the CIA develop coercive uses of hypnotic
mind control) from our previous discussion about hypnosis? You might find it
somewhat of a conflict of interest to know that he "is also an original member of the
False Memory Syndrome Foundation's advisory board."[99]
Author of Psychic Dictatorship in the U.S.A. Alex Constantine writes, "The recovered
memory debate was discussed at a 1993 conference on multiple personality disorder.
Richard Lowenstein, a psychiatrist from the University of Maryland Medical School,
argued that the Foundation is 'media-directed, dedicated to putting out disinformation.'
"[100]
Constantine claims, "The FMSF board is almost exclusively composed of former CIA
and military doctors currently employed by major universities. None have backgrounds
in ritual abuse - their common interest is behavior modification."[101]
Although I would like to see more references sited to back up all of Constantine's
claims, his chapter on the False Memory Syndrome and the "Foundation" behind it
should be reviewed. Lee and Schlain's Acid Dreams and Marks' The Search for "The
Manchurian Candidate" verify Martin Orne's and Louis Jolyon West's connections to
the CIA, both of whom are past members of the False Memory Syndrome Foundation.

Section VII

Virtual Surgery - Virtual Reality
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There is a new operation in town - almost. It is called "telepresence surgery" and it is
expected to have even greater effects in medicine than laparoscopy did when it came
into full use.
Telepresence surgery is "a new technology in which a human surgeon manipulates
surgical instruments that appear to extend into a three-dimensional image of a patient's
body while computers perfectly translate the surgeon's movements into the parallel
actions of a machine wielding real surgical tools inside a flesh-and-blood patient."[102]
Army colonel Rick Satava, who is a laparoscopic surgeon as well as a program manager
at the government's Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) is known as "the father
of telepresence surgery."
The telepresence surgery system was developed at a company called SRI, Stanford
Research Institute in California. "The apparatus is the creation of Phillip Green...who
has been inventing medical diagnostic equipment since the 1960s."[103]
The ultimate goal is to have remotely operated surgical robots that will enable surgeons
to perform surgery hundreds of miles away from the patient.
Another quiet revolution, this time in the manufacture of computer chips, is occurring as
well. In January 1996, Popular Mechanics ran a short article titled "Wire Tapping The
Brain." This article explained how scientists at Cal Tech created a silicon chip that can
hold nerve cells apart while still allowing them to form interneural connections. Their
chip "has 16 micro-machined wells, called neurodungeons, into which immature
neurons are injected. Each well's top is covered with a grille that keeps the neuron
trapped, but allows it to send out tendrils and connect with other neurons. Researchers
tap into electrodes at the bottom of each well to hear what the neurons are saying to each
other."[104]
While telepresence surgery has not arrived yet - not to the public at least - virtual reality
has. It can be argued that some of the experiences abductees describe may be explained
by virtual reality technology. I believe this is a possibility because of the extent to which
implant technology has been studied and developed. In addition, the late Karla Turner,
author and abduction researcher, described this possibility in her book Taken: Inside The
Alien-Human Abduction Agenda. Dr. Turner called these types of experiences VRS or
Virtual Reality Scenarios.[105]
If someone has been implanted with an intracerebral device, then the operators of the
implant may be able to abduct someone by "abducting their mind" while their body
stays in bed. The unexplainable vividness of some abduction accounts may be explained
by the electronic implantation of memories into the brain of the abductee. Certainly this
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cannot be the case for all abductions, but it may explain a small portion of abductions.
The rare cases that come to mind are those individuals who seem to have some type of
memory or experience every night for weeks on end. Can these people really be taken
from their homes each night, night after night, with no one seeing anything; or is
information being forced into their mind by some type of virtual reality chip? Either
way, the poor individual is living the nightmare. As we learned in our discussion of
electroencephalography, "Words that are spoken and images that are shown to a subject
may actually have physical effects on the subject, so verbal therapy might be neural
therapy."[106]
Certainly many abductions are physical, in that the abductee is floated through the
ceiling or the closed window and into the hovering UFO. Reports of abductions with
multiple witnesses and participants strongly support the reality of the "physical" alien
abduction.[107] However, it is important to consider that some abductions may be
"virtual abductions." We must understand that regardless of whether the abduction is
physical or mental, the abductee (or mind control victim) still experiences both the
physical and emotional trauma related to it.

The Origins of Technology
According to Walter Bowart, author of Operation Mind Control, "There is usually a
twenty-year lag between the laboratory development of new technology and its
application at large."[108] Begich and Manning have an interesting time-line in HAARP
that includes some of Nikola Telsa's inventions; and I have researched the origins of
laparotomy and laparoscopy (with interesting discoveries) for the second half of Project
Open Mind.

Looking Back
One of Delgado's colleagues, Dr. Stuart Mackay published a book in 1968 titled BioMedical Telemetry. He stated, "Among the many telemetry instruments being used
today are miniature radio transmitters that can be swallowed, carried externally, or
surgically implanted in man or animals...Transmitters introduced through normal body
openings in the human can sense pH in the stomach, the site of bleeding along the
gastrointestinal tract, radiation intensity, [and] pressure changes in the bladder due to
micturition..." Dr. Mackay continued by stating, "...it is hoped that these few preliminary
words will give a feeling for the scope of this activity...The possibilities are limited only
by the imagination of the investigator."[109]
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Take note also of what P.M. Persson, a researcher at the Swedish Defense Research
Institution wrote in an article in 1965: "An essential part of bio-telemetry encompasses
the transmission of data. This occurs mostly with help of a surgically implanted
transmitter...The technology has been developed quite extensively in medical
research."[110]
Moving even further back in time, consider the following: Implants were being used on
unwitting people "...as early as fifty years ago [as shown] in x-rays from operations
which took place, for example, at Karolinska Hospital in 1946, or Sachska Children's
Hospital in 1948, both located in Stockholm [Sweden]....It was first discovered by the
mother after an un-appointed [unscheduled] visit. On hearing of her son's screams from
an operation theatre, she rushed in to find a surgical team and nurses under senior
physician Alm, who ushered her out, not, however, before she had witnessed how they
were driving a large amount of electrodes through the base of her son's still soft
skull."[111]
One very well documented case of the implantation of an electronic device into an
unwitting victim is the case of Robert Naeslund. Naeslund was unwittingly implanted
during an operation in Stockholm, Sweden, during the late 1960s. He has x-rays that
clearly show the mushroomed-shaped transmitter in his brain. Quoting Naeslund, "I
have been used in a medical experiment which has meant a lot of suffering and [has]
been very painful. The operation was performed by Dr. Curt Strand, who inserted a
foreign object, a so-called brain transmitter, in my head through the right nasal
passage."[112]
How many times have we heard abductees painfully relate how the aliens implanted
them by placing a small object up their nose through the nasal passage and sinus cavity?
Far too many times for us to ignore this information coming from alleged victims of
mind control.
It appears that implants of various types have been placed in humans, with and without
their consent, at least since the 1940s. According to who you ask, alien abductee or mind
control victim, it is believed they have been placed there either by alien doctors or
human doctors.
###
Project Open Mind continues in Part Three with The Messengers where I cover
information pertaining to my sources. I encourage everyone to read about the authors,
researchers and investigative journalists who made this information public knowledge.
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Project Open Mind
by K. Wilson ©1996

Part Three
The Messengers
This section is designed to provide the reader with general information about the authors
whose references and information I used in the first part of Project Open Mind. I was
not always able to obtain personal information about the authors and in those cases, I
included more information about their books or research instead.

Bain, Donald. The Control of Candy Jones. Chicago, Illinois: Playboy Press,
(Distributed by Simon & Schuster, Inc. New York) 1976.
Jacket Highlights - "Beautiful and talented, Candy Jones was America's leading model
of the Forties and Fifties. In one month, she was on the cover of 11 magazines and
featured in a smash Broadway play. Then she fell on hard times. In 1960, she relates,
she was financially receptive to a CIA approach that she act as a courier. She asserts that
she served the agency for 12 years. This is Candy's own story of those tumultuous years,
recreated from tapes made while she was under deep hypnosis....It was while under
hypnosis that Candy told of being used as a human guinea pig in a CIA mind-control
program. This chilling story was drawn from over 200 hours of tapes recorded during
Candy's trances."
"Under hypnosis, Candy relates how a CIA physician split her psyche into two distinct
personalities, giving him two women within one body to do his bidding. She tells of
traveling to Taiwan where she was physically tortured; of being put on display at the
agency's headquarters; of being driven to the brink of suicide during an attempt to
silence her....recent disclosures of CIA mind-control experiments make her story
undeniably plausible...."

Bamford, James. The Puzzle Palace. Sidgwick and Jackson: London, 1983.
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From Timothy Good's Above Top Secret, page 416: "In 1982 a sensational book by
James Bamford, The Puzzle Palace, revealed a wealth of hitherto secret information
about the NSA - an agency so secret that it was sometimes referred to as "No Such
Agency." Although Bamford's book did not mention UFOs, if you want more
information about the NSA and their involvement with UFOs, I highly recommend that
you read Timothy Good's Above Top Secret.

Begich, Nicholas J. and Jeane Manning. Angels Don't Play This HAARP: Advances in
Tesla Technology. Homer, Alaska: Earthpulse Press, 1995.
From HAARP: "Dr. Nick Begich, eldest son of the late United States Congressman from
Alaska, Nick Begich Sr., and political activist Pegge Begich, is known in Alaska for his
own activities. He is a past-president of the Alaska Federation of Teachers and the
Anchorage Council of Education. He has been pursuing independent research in the
sciences and politics for most of his adult life. He received his doctorate in traditional
medicine from The Open International University for Complementary Medicines in
November 1994. He wrote the first major story on the HAARP project, published in
October, 1994, in Nexus, an international magazine based in Australia. His research files
on the project and related technologies include more than 400 documents spanning
eighty years of technological developments."
"Jeane Manning is an experienced magazine journalist, reporter for daily newspapers
and former editor of a community newspaper. A decade of researching non-conventional
electrical energy technologies will culminate in her book The Coming Energy
Revolution (Avery Publishing Group, NY, 1996). She is co-author of a 1994 book
published by Auckland Institute of Technology Press, New Zealand, Suppressed
Inventions and other Discoveries. Having been born in Cordova, Alaska, she tracked
HAARP with deep interest. She now lives in Vancouver, Canada."
"The U.S. Government has a new ground-based "Star Wars" weapon which is being
tested in the remote bush country of Alaska. This new system manipulates the
environment in a way which can: 1) Disrupt human mental processes, 2) Jam all global
communications systems, 3) Change weather patterns over large areas, 4) Interfere with
wildlife migration patterns, 5) Negatively affect your health, and 6) Unnaturally impact
Earth's upper atmosphere." For more information about HAARP go to: http://www.xyz.
net/~nohaarp/earthlight.html

Bowart, Walter H. Operation Mind Control: Our Secret Government's War Against Its
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Own People. New York, New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1978.
From Operation Mind Control - "Walter Bowart was born in Omaha, Nebraska, in 1939.
He was awarded a McMahon Scholarship in journalism to the University of Oklahoma,
and in 1965 he founded the New York weekly The East Village Other and was its editor
for four years. Since that time he has been a publisher and free-lance writer whose
articles have appeared in many magazines. Mr. Bowart lives in Tucson, Arizona, with
his wife and three children."
Walter Bowart currently heads the Freedom of Thought Foundation, "a non-profit
corporation dedicated to the education of the public about mind control in all its forms...
It is supported solely by the donations of individuals, and through sales of [their] books,
facsimiles, tapes, and memberships....Membership in the Freedom of Thought
Foundation is not designed to fulfill the needs of the idly curious, but rather for the
serious researcher and activist." An expanded and revised edition of Operation Mind
Control is now available: P.O. Box 35072, Tucson, Arizona, 85740; freethot@juno.
com. I highly recommend anyone who is interested in the subject of mind control to
read Operation Mind Control.

Cannon, Martin. The Controllers: A New Hypothesis of Alien Abduction. In 1989 Martin
Cannon came forward with a bold new hypothesis for alien abduction: "The 'UFO
abduction' phenomenon might be a continuation of clandestine mind control operations."
Martin Cannon continues, "I recognize the difficulties this thesis might present to those
readers emotionally wedded to the extraterrestrial hypothesis, or to those whose political
'weltanshauung' disallows any such suspicions. Still, the open-minded student of
abductions should consider the possibilities."
Many people have recommended The Controllers to me as a positive contribution that
includes many new possibilities concerning the alien abduction phenomenon. Martin
Cannon's monograph can be found at http://www.constitution.org/abus/controll.htm.

Carpenter, John. "The Reality of the Abduction Phenomenon" (Revised 1992) and "The
Significance of Multiple Participant Abductions" (1996). Springfield, MO: selfpublished.
John Carpenter is a licensed clinical social worker with the Center for Neuropsychiatry
in Springfield, Missouri. Mr. Carpenter has followed reports of UFOs for thirty years.
As the National Director of Abduction Research for MUFON, he has conducted
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numerous seminars for mental health professionals and has worked with over 100
abductees. John Carpenter writes a regular column in the MUFON UFO Journal titled
"Abduction Notes." Mr. Carpenter has several publications and videos about the
abduction phenomenon available for purchase. For more information contact:
Starman JC@aol.com

Constantine, Alex. Psychic Dictatorship In The U.S.A. Portland, Oregon: Feral House,
1995.
Jacket Highlights - "Bombing minds rather than bodies is the warfare of the new
millennium. Alex Constantine's explosive book uncovers the terrifying extent of
electromagnetic and biotelemetric mind control experimentation on involuntary human
subjects in America today. Funded under the euphemism of "Non-Lethal Technology,"
the Pentagon has developed the ability to transmit voices, and inflict pain, madness,
even death..."
"Alex Constantine is the author of Blood, Carnage and the Agent Provocateur...and also
contributes to L.A. Weekly, Hustler, and Prevailing Winds magazine."

Friedman, Stanton T. and Don Berliner. Crash At Corona: The U.S. Military Retrieval
and Cover-up of a UFO. New York, New York: Paragon House, 1992.
From Crash At Corona - "Stanton T. Friedman is a nuclear physicist who has worked
for General Electric, Westinghouse, and other companies in the design and development
of fusion rockets and nuclear power plants for space applications. He has lectured on
UFOs for more than six hundred colleges and dozens of professional groups across the
country, has appeared on hundreds of radio and television programs, including Nightline
and Unsolved Mysteries, and is acknowledged as the premier investigator of the
'Roswell Incident.' "
"Don Berliner is the author of hundreds of articles and nineteen books on aviation and
space. Formerly a staff writer for the National Investigations Committee on Aerial
Phenomena, he is a founder and executive committee member of the non-profit Fund for
UFO Research."

Fuller, John. G. The Interrupted Journey. New York, New York: Dial Press, 1966.
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From Interrupted Journey - "John G. Fuller, who researched and wrote Barney and
Betty Hill's story, is the author of the best seller Incident at Exeter, a study of UFO
sightings in New Hampshire. His previous non-fiction includes Gentlemen Conspirators
and The Money Changers. From 1957 to 1966 he wrote the well-known 'Trade Winds'
column for the Saturday Review."

Good, Timothy. Above Top Secret: The Worldwide UFO Cover-up. New York, New
York: William Morrow, 1988.
From Timothy Good's Alien Contact: Top Secret UFO Files Revealed. New York, New
York: William Morrow, 1991.
"Timothy Good first became interested in UFOs in 1955. Now regarded as a top
authority he has broadcast and lectured on the subject throughout the world, and has
conducted extensive investigations in the United States for many years. Timothy Good
is also a professional violinist and was a member of the London Symphony Orchestra
for fourteen years. Nowadays he is involved in free-lance session work for films,
television, and recordings with pop musicians. In 1980 he was elected to the Royal
Society of Musicians." [Both of his books cover information specific to the cover-up of
the UFO phenomenon and are highly recommended.]

Hickson, Charles and William Mendez. UFO Contact at Pascagoula. Gautier,
Mississippi: Hickson & Mendez, 1983.
From Contact at Pascagoula - "Mr. Hickson graduated from high school and attended...
junior college. He was raised on a farm, but became interested in carpenter work and
then cabinet making. He spent 8 or 9 years [probably more] as a ship builder and ship
fitter, working eventually as a supervisor...He is also a certified welder and burner. Mr.
Hickson is married and has three children and one step-child....William Mendez is a
college professor at a mid-western university."
"On the night of October 11, 1973, two very frightened Mississippians, Charles Hickson
and Calvin Parker, presented themselves [to] the Jackson County Sheriff's Department
and related a tale almost too incredible to tell...it also occurred to them that what they
had just suffered might be the prelude to a full-scale invasion of their country."
"Within 36 hours of [their abduction] Dr. J. Allen Hynek, the world's foremost UFO
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expert, was in Pascagoula to interview the men. Before he left the next day he told the
press that the men were 'absolutely honest....They have had a fantastic experience.' "

Keyhoe, Donald E. (Major USMC, Retired) Flying Saucers From Outer Space. New
York, New York: Henry Holt And Company, Inc., 1953.
Keyhoe, Donald E. (Major USMC, Retired) The Flying Saucer Conspiracy. New York,
New York: Henry Holt And Company, Inc., 1955.
Keyhoe, Donald E. (Major USMC, Retired) Aliens From Space: The Real Story of
Unidentified Flying Objects. Garden City, New York: DoubleDay And Company, Inc.,
1973.
From Aliens From Space - "Major Donald E. Keyhoe, USMC Ret., is a graduate of the
U.S. Naval Academy, the Marine Corps Officers School, and the Naval Aviation
Training Station in Pensacola. His articles on aviation, espionage, UFOs, and other
subjects have been published in such magazines as National Geographic, Saturday
Evening Post, Cosmopolitan, Redbook, True, This Week, and The American Weekly."
"Major Keyhoe is also the author of six previous books, including the best-selling
Flying Saucers, The Flying Conspiracy, and Flying Saucers from Outer Space which are
generally recognized as the best documented and rational works on the subject. He also
lectures extensively on UFOs and has appeared on hundreds on TV and radio
programs." [Major Keyhoe's other books include, M-Day, Flying with Lindbergh, and
The Flying Saucers Are Real.]
The following are excerpts from a letter to Major Keyhoe's publishers from the Air
Force. The letter is printed on the back cover of Flying Saucers From Outer Space.
[Second paragraph] "We in the Air Force recognize Major Keyhoe as a responsible,
accurate reporter. His long association and cooperation with the Air Force, in our study
of unidentified flying objects, qualifies him as a leading civilian authority on this
investigation."
[Fourth Paragraph] "The Air Force, and its investigating agency, "Project Bluebook,"
are aware of Major Keyhoe's conclusion that the "Flying Saucers" are from another
planet. The Air Force has never denied that this possibility exists....if the apparently
controlled maneuvers reported by many competent observers are correct, then the only
remaining explanation is the interplanetary answer." - The letter was signed "Very Truly
Yours, Albert M. Chop, Air Force Press Desk."
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Lammer, Helmut: Dr. Lammer is a scientist with the Austrian Space Research Institute.
He is the Austrian representative for the Mutual UFO Network and a member of the
Society for Scientific Exploration (SSE). Dr. Lammer has written two books previously.
He co-authored UFO Secrecy with Oliver Sidla (Herbig: Munich) in 1995. UFO Secrecy
covers information about the world wide UFO cover-up, including: recovered saucers,
animal mutilations, abductions and secret documents. The book's Foreword is written by
Illobrand v. Ludwiger, a theoretical physicist and the director of MUFON-CES.
Dr. Lammer's second book was also co-authored by Oliver Sidla. It is titled UFO-Close
Encounters. (Herbig, Munich, 1996). The Foreword for UFO-Close Encounters is
written by Jacques Valle. The book covers information about verifiable UFO events,
physical effects, military encounters, radar signals, and photo and video analysis. Dr.
Lammer has also published Covert Operations: Military Involvement in Mind Control
Experiments and UFO Abductions (in German). A synopsis of this book titled Project
MILAB and can be found on this website. The English version of a book based on
Project MILAB ( titled MILABS!) was published in 1999, and can be ordered from
Illuminet Press.
I am very grateful to Dr. Lammer for sending me a copy of Cybergods, information
about the Carp case and many collections of writings relating to the subject of mind
control. His many questions about my case are what initiated my investigation into the
subject of mind control.
If you believe that you have had involvement with the alien/military-government subject
that is covered in Project Open Mind, please write to: Dr. Helmut Lammer, MUFONCES, Postfach 76, A-8600 Bruck/Mur, Austria.

Lee, Martin A. and Bruce Shlain. Acid Dreams: The CIA, LSD and the Sixties Rebellion.
New York, New York: Grove Press, 1985.
From Acid Dreams - "Martin Lee is an investigative journalist whose articles have
appeared in Rolling Stone, The Nation and other magazines. He is the winner of four
Hopwood Awards. Bruce Shlain is a Hopwood award winner whose articles have
appeared in Mother Jones and the Dictionary of Literary Biography. He currently writes
for television and film."
"Few events have had a more profound impact on the upheavals of the sixties than the
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psychedelic revolution spawned by the spread of LSD. Here is the full astounding story
- part of it hidden in secret Government files - of the role the mind-altering drug played
in our turbulent history and its continuing influence today."
"Acid Dreams is the complete social history of the psychedelic counter-culture that burst
into full view in the Sixties. The authors reveal how the CIA became obsessed with LSD
during the Cold War until the drug spread into popular culture."
Cybergods is a representation of the significantly more extensive Computer-Brain
Report. The following is a statement printed at the end of the Cybergods pamphlet:
"The case studies and the x-ray evidence in this paper are just a small part of the
material [showing] that the police in remand centres and psychiatrists in mental
hospitals put internees under sedation to facilitate the implantation of radio-transmitting
materials in their head and brains. There is also a more comprehensive study which
shows that surgeons implant these objects in patients during operations. We who have
participated in the investigations are not only releasing all the material to public
disposal, but are also offering to give lectures and take part in radio and television
programs, or anything else which is suggested."

Lindqvist, Lennart, Evamarie Taylor and Robert Naeslund participated in the
investigation for the material contained in Cybergods. Grupen, Box 136, 114 79,
Stockholm, Sweden.
(Fax +46-8 668 60 66)

Mack, John E. Abduction: Human Encounters With Aliens. New York, New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1994.
From Abduction - "John E. Mack, M.D., is professor of psychiatry at The Cambridge
Hospital, Harvard Medical School, and founding director of the Center for Psychology
and Social Change. His earlier books include the 1977 Pulitzer Prize-winning A Prince
of our Disorder, a biography of T.E. Lawrence. He lives in Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts."
Dr. Mack has investigated over 100 cases of alien abduction and "has conducted
hundreds of hours of interviews and treatment. He takes his clients' accounts seriously,
and in Abduction he makes clear why he believes their testimony may transform the
foundations of human thought as profoundly as did Copernicus's proof that the Earth is
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not the center of the universe."
Dr. Mack is also the Director of PEER: Program for Extraordinary Experience
Research which recently began publishing a journal titled PEER Perspectives. PEER is
a project of the Center for Psychology and Social Change. For more information contact
PEER at: 617.497.2667 or Fax 617.497.0122.

Marks, John D. The Search For "The Manchurian Candidate." New York, New York:
Times Books, 1979. [Trade Paper Edition: W.W. Norton & Company, 1991].
From the Introduction - John Marks graduated from Cornell University and joined the
Foreign Service in 1965. "Classified 1A by his local draft board two years later, Marks
volunteered for State Department duty in Vietnam, where he spent 18 months working
in the pacification program....By the middle of [1968] Marks was back in Washington
where he was assigned as a staff assistant to the director of Intelligence and Research."
Certain actions taken by the United States during the war led Marks to quit the State
Department. He then became a Senator's aide.
John Marks eventually teamed up with "a dissident CIA officer named Victor
Marchetti" and they co-wrote and published The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence [New
York: Knopf] in 1974. It was "the first substantial work on the American intelligence
community since The Invisible Government by David Wise and Thomas B. Ross was
published in 1965."
"The heart of the narrative [for The Search for "The Manchurian Candidate"] is based
on 16,000 pages of [government] documents" as well as "interviews with psychologists
and CIA officials, including one helpful Agency veteran they called 'Deep Trance.' "

Restak, Richard M., The Brain: The Last Frontier. New York, New York: Warner
Books, 1979.
Richard M. Restak, M.D. is a neurologist and the author of the PBS series The Brain.
"Restak, even more sharply than Sagan, puts into provocative focus what has been
learned by psychologists, biologists and other scientists...he makes clear the true
difference between computer 'thinking' and human thought: the mystery which some call
soul." - Publishers Weekly
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Rowell, Keith. "Keith's Oregonian Articles." Keith Rowell laboriously retyped about 40
stories covering UFO sightings that occurred from June 26, 1947 to July 9, 1947. The
stories were taken from The Oregonian, and a now defunct daily, The Oregon Journal.
The Oregonian today, as it was then, is the major daily newspaper in Oregon, published
in Portland. Most of the stories are from The Oregonian with a few from The Oregon
Journal. Keith is relatively certain that these are all of the UFO stories from The
Oregonian for this time frame.
Keith Rowell is a veteran researcher of government secrecy and the UFO phenomenon.
It is from his private library that I was able to obtain most of the references I used for
this article. Always eager to educate those willing to keep an open mind, Keith
generously loaned me a stack of books to get me started in my new quest for answers.
He was also very helpful in editing my book, The Alien Jigsaw and I am very grateful
for his generosity.
Mr. Rowell holds a masters degree in library science from the University of California
at Berkeley. He is a former MUFON investigator and member of the Portland UFO
Group. He joined the board of directors when the group reorganized as The Northwest
UFO Group in 1991, and served as co-director during 1995 and 1996. Keith is now
volunteering his time (between work and family) to assist our local MUFON
organization.

Scheflin, Alan W. and Edward M. Opton, Jr., The Mind Manipulators. New York, New
York: Paddington Press LTD, 1978.
From The Mind Manipulators - "Alan W. Scheflin holds a B.A. from the University of
Virginia, a J.D. from the George Washington University School of Law and an LL.M.
from the Harvard Law School. He has taught at Georgetown University, the University
of Southern California and is presently an Associate Professor of Law at the University
of Santa Clara."
"Edward M. Opton, Jr., is a graduate of Yale and Duke (Psychology) and holds a J.D.
from the University of California, Berkeley. From 1963 to 1977 he did
psychophysiological and social psychological research at the University of California
and the Wright Institute, Berkeley."
Schrag, Peter. Mind Control. New York, New York: Pantheon Books, 1978.
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From Mind Control - "Peter Schrag lived in Europe until he was ten, and came to New
York as a refugee in 1941. Educated at Amherst, he returned to teach American studies
there after several years of working as a reporter. He has been an editor of both the
Saturday Review and Change magazine, and was also contributing editor to MORE, a
journalism review. His diverse career has included teaching at the University of
California at Berkeley, and serving on the editorial boards of Social Policy and
Columbia Forum."
Peter Schrag is also the author of several books including The Myth of the Hyperactive
Child, The Decline of the WASP, and The End of the American Future.

Spanos, Nicholas P., Patricia A. Cross, Kirby Dickson, and Susan D. DuBreuil. "Close
Encounters: An Examination of UFO Experiences." Journal of Abnormal Psychology
102 (1993): 624-631.
Abstract: "Ss (subjects) who reported UFO experiences were divided into those whose
experiences were non intense (e.g., seeing lights and shapes in the sky) and those whose
experiences were intense (e.g., seeing and communicating with aliens or missing time).
On a battery of objective tests Ss in these 2 groups did not score as more
psychopathological, less intelligent, or more fantasy prone and hypnotizable than a
community comparison group or a student comparison group. However, Ss in the UFO
groups believed more strongly in space alien visitation than did comparison Ss. The
UFO experiences of Ss in the intense group were more frequently sleep-related than the
experiences of Ss in the non-intense group. Among the combined UFO Ss, intensity of
UFO experiences correlated significantly with inventories that assessed proneness
toward fantasy and unusual sensory experiences. Implications are discussed."

Turner, Karla. Taken: Inside the Alien-Human Abduction Agenda. Roland, Arkansas:
Kelt Works, 1994.
Karla Kandace Turner, Ph.D., earned her B.A. from California State University, her M.
A. from the University of Nottingham in England, and her Ph.D. in Old English Studies
from the University of North Texas. She taught in private secondary education for two
years and for over a decade was a university teaching fellow and instructor at a major
Texas university.
Dr. Turner began investigating the abduction phenomenon full-time in 1988. She
published her first book on the subject (about her and her family's abduction
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experiences) Into The Fringe: A True Story of Alien Abduction, in 1992. Dr. Turner's
last book was Masquerade of Angels. Sadly, shortly after it was published Karla found
out she had breast cancer. After a fierce battle, the disease took her life in January of
1996. She was 48 years old. Karla's books are available by writing to: Kelt Works, P.O.
Box 32, Roland, Arkansas, 72135.
Wilson, K.. The Alien Jigsaw. Puzzle Publishing, 1993, and The Alien Jigsaw
Researcher's Supplement, 1994.
###
This completes Part Three of Project Open Mind. The following section, Part Four,
contains the "Notes" for the preceding sections. The second half of Project Open Mind
will begin with Part Five and will cover specific abduction related information from my
books and unpublished journals.
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Part Four
Notes I
Notes for the Introduction and Part One:
Part Four
Notes for the Introduction and Part One:
[1] K. Wilson, The Alien Jigsaw (Puzzle Publishing, 1993) 283-285.
[2] Please refer to Project Open Mind; Part Three: The Messengers; Lammer, Helmut.
[3] Martin Cannon, The Controllers: A New Hypothesis of Alien Abduction.
(Monograph: http://www.mk.net/~mcf/archv-hm.htm#Cannon, 1989) part 5 of 6.
[4] Donald E. Keyhoe (Major USMC, Retired), Flying Saucers From Outer Space (New
York, New York: Henry Holt And Company, Inc., 1953) 227.
[5] Timothy Good, Above Top Secret: The Worldwide UFO Cover-up (New York, New
York: William Morrow, 1988) 14. Good also references UFO researcher John Keel's
article "Mystery Aeroplanes of the 1930's" that was published in FSR, Volume 16,
Numbers 3 & 4, 1970, pp. 10-13 & pp. 9-14 respectively.
[6] Walter H. Bowart, Operation Mind Control: Our Secret Government's War Against
Its Own People (New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1978) 133-134.
[7] Timothy Good, Above Top Secret: The Worldwide UFO Cover-up (New York, New
York: William Morrow, 1988) 15.
[8] Walter H. Bowart, Operation Mind Control: Our Secret Government's War Against
Its Own People (New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1978) 135.
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[9] Keith Rowell, "Keith's Oregonian Articles." From The Oregon Journal, "Objects
Seen Several Times," June 27, 1947.
[10] Keith Rowell, "Keith's Oregonian Articles." From The Oregon Journal, "Arnold
Insists Tale of Flying Objects O.K.," June 27, 1947.
[11] Stanton T. Friedman and Don Berliner, Crash At Corona: The U.S. Military
Retrieval and Cover-up of a UFO (New York, New York: Paragon House, 1992); and
Kevin D. Randle and Donald R. Schmitt, The Truth About The UFO Crash At Roswell
(New York, New York: M. Evans and Company, Inc., 1994).
[12] Timothy Good, Above Top Secret: The Worldwide UFO Cover-up (New York,
New York: William Morrow, 1988) 259.
[13] Good, 257.
[14] Good, 549.
[15] Donald E. Keyhoe (Major USMC, Retired), Flying Saucers From Outer Space
(New York, New York: Henry Holt And Company, Inc., 1953) 42.
[16] Timothy Good, Above Top Secret: The Worldwide UFO Cover-up (New York,
New York: William Morrow, 1988) 264.
[17] Good, 549.
[18] Good, 267.
[19] Donald E. Keyhoe (Major USMC, Retired), Flying Saucers From Outer Space
(New York, New York: Henry Holt And Company, Inc., 1953) 210-212.
[20] John D. Marks, The Search For "The Manchurian Candidate" (New York, New
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1991) 25.
[21] Marks, 34.
[22] Walter H. Bowart, Operation Mind Control: Our Secret Government's War Against
Its Own People (New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1978) 102.
[23] John D. Marks, The Search For "The Manchurian Candidate" (New York, New
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1991) 38-39.
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###
This completes the first half of Project Open Mind. The second half of Project Open
Mind begins with Part Five and covers specific abduction related information from my
books and unpublished journals.
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Part Five
ESB Successes
In Part Two of Project Open Mind we learned about some of the successes scientists
have had with ESB, electronic stimulation of the brain. Some of these are:
The acceleration, slowing down or stopping of the heart
Inhibition of the maternal instinct
Adjusting the diameter of the pupil at will
Helping stroke victims recover from paralysis
Forcing people to talk, to be silent, to become friendly, and to become erotically
aroused
Inducing pleasure, orgasm and pain
Blocking an individual's thinking processes
Summoning memories and creating hallucinations
Dramatically altering an individual's behavior

I also related that I have experienced some of the ESB "successes" listed above, during
what I believe were alien abduction experiences, as well as experiences during which I
saw military personnel. I will now provide examples of the similarities I provided in
Part Two. [Note: All abduction-related memories covered in this project were
remembered consciously and were not retrieved or "recovered" by the use of hypnosis.]

I Have Had Old Memories Summoned
In June of 1990, I had an encounter during which I was standing in my dining room next
to the table. A short, pudgy little doctor who was wearing green scrubs, inserted two
small metal posts into my mouth. It felt as though the posts had penetrated the top of my
mouth back behind my teeth and it was very painful. I could feel pain and pressure at
both of my temples when suddenly, I felt as if the devices had penetrated my brain.
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I became very emotional and began to relive old memories. It was as if the events I had
experienced in the past were occurring right at that moment. I was standing in my living
room, but I was also in my psychology class. Then suddenly, I was performing with an
orchestra at the University I attended. I was playing my clarinet and was in the middle
of a concert, but I was still standing in my living room and I was aware that two events
were occurring simultaneously. The short humanoid doctor was stimulating the memory
pathways of my brain.
After I was convinced that one of the devices was stuck in my brain, I found myself in a
hospital and was experiencing so much pain that I passed out on the floor. At the time, I
believed I was on board an alien craft, but the inside of this structure looked like a
hospital.
I regained consciousness after I heard a child's voice say, "A dead human?" in reference
to me lying on the floor.
I looked up and saw a mother and child standing next to me and I got up off of the floor.
I then entered a huge room through double doors where I saw a lot of people lying on
tables. Each person was surrounded by a team of doctors. I passed one table upon which
a large black woman was lying. She was struggling to get up and one of the alien
"doctors" took a wand and touched it to her. It appeared to send a jolt of electricity
through her because the poor woman fell backward, and down onto the table again and
passed out.
After this experience I awakened in my bed "feeling extremely dizzy" and as if "I had
been drugged." I had a headache, a very sore jaw and was running a slight temperature.
When I looked in the bathroom mirror I could not find any physical evidence that the
device had been in my mouth. There was no blood, puncture marks or bruising behind
my teeth, on my gums or on the roof of my mouth. [1]

My Behavior Has Been Dramatically Altered Immediately After An Abduction
Experience
After seeing a bright yellow light in my room one night that made me terrified in the
extreme I wrote, "Ever since the bright light appeared in my room shortly after returning
home from college in 1981, and scared the hell out of me, I was unable to go near any of
my musical instruments. I knew I could not play anymore...I knew I could not be a
musician."
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After this encounter with the bright yellow light, I lost my musical ability, something
that I had worked very hard for, for many years. [2]
The following paragraph was written by me after an intense experience that did not
involve my remembering aliens, but rather, a man from the CIA. The man said he was a
real estate broker and that he wanted me to come to work for him. An unusual event
occurred the day after this encounter.
"The following day, and for the first time in my life, I was expecting a visit from
someone in a government agency. Then it suddenly occurred to me that maybe I had
already been visited by them...The following afternoon when I was checking my
messages I was astonished. I had received a message from a man who...explained that he
was a broker with a nationally known real estate company and he wanted me to come to
work for him...Strangely, I found myself compelled to call him back and take him up on
the offer. I wrote his number down and then stared at my phone. I thought, 'Am I
supposed to work for the government?' " [3] Rather than returning the call to take him
up on his offer, I immediately got out of the real estate business.
I have also suddenly changed my diet after certain experiences. After one such
encounter with a Being I call The Blonde, I stopped eating fish. After another
experience with the Greys, I couldn't leave my house for two days. After another
experience in 1995, which I will cover in detail later, I wrote:
"What is also difficult about the aftermath of this experience is that I feel as if I should
get out of the phenomenon, stop what I'm doing: the publishing, writing, research...I
want to move. I want to disappear. I also think I'll get my hair cut..." [4]
Finally, after another encounter that occurred in 1996, which again did not involve alien
Beings but rather military personnel, I wrote:
"My entire mind-set has changed. Whatever is going to happen or whatever is
happening in this 'place' - it's big. There's nothing more important than this. All I know
is, I'm not the person I used to be. I'm a soldier now and my own needs don't matter
anymore." [5]
It is my opinion that whatever is happening to me, some of these experiences have
dramatically altered my behavior and thinking processes after they occurred. I have been
forced to give up a promising career in music and a career in real estate. "Someone" has
attempted to coerce me into not writing and publishing about the alien abduction
phenomenon, and now I'm supposed to view myself as a soldier of all things. I believe
these are dramatic examples of behavior modification. The question is: Is this behavior
modification being done by alien Beings, mind control agents, or both?
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I Have Felt Love For Alien Beings Who Have Experimented On
Me
A quick check in my index for The Alien Jigsaw lists no less than thirty references under
the word "love." A thorough review shows that the majority of my references of the
word "love" relate to my husband, to animals, and to hybrid babies and children. The
following quotes relate to the love I feel for certain alien Beings. The quotes are
numbered to show that they are from separate experiences.
1) "It was not the first time I had felt extremely positive feelings for The Blonde, but
this visitation made it more than obvious to me that we both had strong feelings for one
another. I felt love from him..." I also felt love for him. [6]
2) "I'm standing out on our deck with Erik [my husband] and The Blonde. The
automatic flood lights didn't come on as they were supposed to. I'm hugging Erik. I love
him and hugging him makes me feel warm and loved...I'm turning toward The Blonde...
Now I'm hugging The Blonde. I have very special feelings for him and I feel love when
I hold him."
This hugging between Erik and myself and The Blonde and myself continued until I
hugged The Blonde again and something changed: "...the feelings I had a minute ago
have suddenly been multiplied ten times. The love and warmth I am feeling are much,
much stronger than they were a few minutes ago." [7]
It seems that instantaneously, The Blonde was somehow able to manipulate the loving
feelings I had for Erik and transfer them from himself and back to me. This created the
(very convincing) illusion that The Blonde and I experienced a much stronger "love" for
one another than Erik and I felt for one another. Even understanding that this
manipulation has occurred, it is still difficult for me to believe that The Blonde does not
love me and care a great deal for me.
3) During yet another experience I wrote, "I feel a great amount of love for The Blonde
and I know he loves me." [8]
4) "I'm looking into the eyes of the Reptilian Tan again. We are still face to face and I
am looking up at him. I sense that he and the Tan Being are very nice. They are very
benign Beings...I almost feel love for them." [9]
The Blonde and the Tans have performed medical procedures on me ranging from
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gynecological-type procedures to putting thin metal rods through my joints, and
injecting me with very long needles. There are also other Beings who have done similar
types of things and I have experienced feelings of love and what I call "misplaced
feelings of devotion" for them. These include the Greys, the Tan Doctor, and The
Doctor, who is a rather human-looking Hybrid.

I Have Experienced Short-term Memory Problems Immediately
After an Abduction
Short-term memory problems do not occur often to me, but they sometimes occur after
an abduction experience along with several other aftereffects. An example from my
journal in August of 1995 follows. Since I do not take drugs and I did not get drunk the
night before, and I also did not sleep on a hard surface, I cannot understand how a
simple "dream" could leave me with so many side-effects.
"Sunday morning: Extreme disorientation, extreme hyper-neuronal activity, but I can't
seem to focus on the task at hand; anger, feelings of violation, vision (convergence)
problems, short-term memory problems, trouble getting my thoughts focused. My head
feels sore, as if my 'brain' hurts. It's really my whole head area, inside and out. It's just
bruised feeling." [10]
In October of 1995, I was in Chicago to speak at a conference for "National UFO
Awareness Week." Immediately after my plane arrived at the airport I had a missing
time experience in the women's restroom. I was not able to remember what occurred to
me between the missing time experience and meeting my host at the baggage claim area.
In this example, there are short-term as well as long-term memory problems. A portion
of that experience follows:
"I have no other memories of what occurred in the women's restroom, and I have no
memory of walking from the phones (outside the women's restroom) to the baggage
claim area until I was about fifteen yards from Mary and Faith. I do know one thing: a
lot of people get off a plane after a four hour flight, use the restroom, wash their hands,
and arrive at the baggage claim area at about the same time. When I arrived, no one but
Mary, Faith, and the police were to be seen. I never adjusted my watch during the
weekend. I kept it on Portland time and it worked fine throughout the weekend. Neither
had it malfunctioned prior to that weekend nor since. It seems that at the very least, I am
missing thirty minutes of time."
Another example of short-term memory problems after an abduction are beginning a
task and seconds after beginning, forgetting what it was I was doing or why I was doing
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it. As I stated earlier, this is not common for me, but it does occur in relation to
abductions.
A disturbing parallel can be drawn when looking at the effects of certain drugs like
"burundanga" or Scopolamine for example. A man who read my book sent me an article
titled "Drug Effective Weapon of Colombian Muggers" published in The Greenville
News on August, 27, 1994. Some highlights from this article follow:
"Bogata, Colombia (AP) - Thousands of people have been robbed or raped in the past
two decades after being slipped the drug scopolamine, known as 'burundanga' on the
street, prompting a U.S. State Department warning to travelers to Colombia."
" 'The drug renders the person disoriented and powerless to resist the criminal's orders,'
the State Department says in a travel advisory."
"Criminals often administer the drug, a highly soluble white powder with no taste or
smell, by slipping it into a drink or blowing it into the face of an unsuspecting victim."
"Scopolamine has been used in medicine, often as a sedative, in the United States and
other countries for years...But too much of the drug can cause disorientation, memory
loss, hallucinations and convulsions. In large quantities, its effects can last for days...
'It's much like hypnosis, but a chemical version,' said Uribe, whose clinic treated 364
burundanga victims last year." [11]
The drug's form as a highly soluble white powder brings to mind an abduction encounter
that my husband experienced in October of 1991. Part of Erik's experience follows:
"I was given a pillow and blanket made of a very lightweight, translucent and opalescent
material. The Being told me telepathically, 'It is time for you to go to sleep.' A primal
fear set in as I pleaded for him not to do this again. As I begged, he quickly raised his
left hand over my head and released a metallic powder over my face. I could taste the
bitter substance that fell onto my face and lips as I drifted away and lost
consciousness." [12]
It is clear that the drug this alien used was not scopolamine since it had a bitter taste and
scopolamine has no taste or smell. A question we should ask is, if these are advanced
aliens who often use telepathy and "touch" to achieve many of their goals, why would
they need to use drugs? Alien abduction researchers should be very cautious during their
investigations when both aliens and humans are using the same tools, for example:
implants, injections with syringes, pills, powders, and other drugs.
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I Have Experienced an Orgasm Merely by the Touch of an Alien
Being
This type of event has only occurred to me one time that I can remember. This particular
experience surfaced in a dream in September of 1988:
"A little time has passed and [The Blonde] is back in the room with me. I feel as though
we are being watched by several Beings from behind a one-way, see through wall. He's
reaching out to me...he has taken my left hand. He's holding my left hand, gently. Then
he reaches out and touches my left breast and I instantly have an orgasm. I don't
remember the physical act of sexual intercourse...he just touched me." [13]
After this dream memory, I awakened in the middle of the night feeling guilty, almost
devastated. I suddenly remembered that the actual encounter had occurred about one
month earlier and I didn't record it in my journal because I felt as though I had betrayed
my husband Erik.
I went a long time believing that I had had sex with The Blonde until I finally reasoned
that I had not. The Blonde touched me and the orgasm was "instantaneous." That simply
doesn't happen with humans. If people could achieve this by simply going around
touching one another, I would have surely have heard about it! It seemed to me that if
the aliens are capable of taking people's pain away by a simple touch, or infusing certain
loving emotions and feelings into the abductee, then what I had experienced was more
similar to some type of brain stimulation than "body" stimulation.
Recall that with the use of electronic stimulation of the brain, both pain and pleasure,
including orgasm, can be instantaneously achieved. I believe that The Blonde and
possibly other aliens may be using ESB devices to achieve feelings of pleasure, pain,
fear, or what ever emotion they require. How else could the abductors "inhibit the
maternal instinct" by making parents remain awake in their bed at night while listening
to the pleas of their young children as they are abducted? When researchers interview
some of these parents and ask how they responded when they heard their children's
pleas, they often say something to the effect of, "I couldn't move," or "I just went back
to sleep." [14]
We must again acknowledge the fact that human beings have been using ESB devices
for several decades and the technology has become very advanced. [15] Here is yet
another example of an overlap between what human agents of mind control and alien
Beings might be able to achieve during their interaction with, or experiments on human
beings.
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While these examples do not prove that it is "either" aliens or humans who are doing the
abducting, they demonstrate a clear overlap in the technology that may be in use with
alien abductions and mind control experiments. Many occurrences that take place during
an alien abduction can be accomplished with terrestrial technology. [16]

I Have A Steadfast Devotion Toward Specific Military Personnel I
Don't Even Know, But Interact With During My Encounters
I had an incredible experience in June of 1996. For all of its vividness, it may as well
have happened yesterday. It may surprise some readers because of the details, the
vividness and the lack of alien Beings. A recurrent theme in many abductees'
experiences, these military type encounters are extremely perplexing and disturbing.
I hesitate to include all of the encounter for the fact that I still do not understand it; why
it occurred and why I remembered it. If it is a true memory, then I fear I may be
violating some pre-arranged oath I may have taken. If it is a ploy by the aliens to
deceive us into believing that our government is abducting us or is going to use us in a
future war, I surely do not want to play into their hands by spreading their
disinformation. I ask you to please keep these thoughts in mind when reading the
following journal entry.
[I have allowed several more weeks to pass before deciding to include this entry. I was
hoping to remember more about the event, or even to have some clarification as to why I
remembered it and if I should share it with others. Unfortunately, neither has occurred.]
"I'm standing in a room. I think I'm in a building related to science and education...
research. I'm looking out a window and I see an unusual helicopter. It's flying over the
building and away from me. I'm looking at it and it appears to be a very light weight
craft. The tail is composed of three or four beams of thin metal. The cockpit is rather
small. [This was probably a drone aircraft.]
Now there are at least two squadrons of helicopters passing over me. These are attack
helicopters: hueys, cobra-type gun-ships, and black-hawks. There are others, but I can't
name them all. I know these are various types of attack helicopters. There's some kind of
mission occurring...looks like at least twenty-four craft. The next wave is coming over
me. These are various types of fixed-wing aircraft. There's definitely a large military
exercise occurring. This is big.
Suddenly one of these groups of planes all move vertically very fast. I'm being told that
one group is for "attack" and the other is for flying...carrying out the mission. There are
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two groups that will be needed.
Now I'm in another place. I'm acting as a go-between. I'm myself, but inside I feel an
intensity. A duty. I am a soldier. I'm the liaison [go-between] between civilians and a
General. The General is a male and he's in his fifties or early sixties. My entire mind-set
changes here. There is something I am to participate in that requires me to accept certain
things. The chain of command.
There's a large room full of enlisted personnel. It's somewhat dark in here, and it's noisy
because everyone is talking at once. Everyone is wearing midnight blue uniforms. I've
seen these before. They have no markings, just a midnight blue color. Jumpsuit-type
uniforms. I don't get the feeling this is any one particular branch like the Air Force,
Army, or Marines. It's all of them and it's none of them. I'm standing in the doorway to
the room and the General is nearby. I'm actually with the General and we're in an
adjacent room to this crowd of soldiers. Most of them are males, but some are females.
The General is on the phone.
Now he has just hung up the phone and I walk into the adjacent room and make some
kind of hand signal to the crowd. They immediately stop talking. The room is silent. The
General and I walk in together. He is going to give us our orders.
I know that I'm the middle-man, so to speak, between this large group of soldiers and
the command. It's my job and it's extremely important. It's my life now. I am not the
person I used to be, but I am here because I'm involved. I think it's because I'm an
abductee.
[Later]
I'm bunking with a group of women. Most of them are my age or younger. Some of
them don't belong here. They'll never make it. We're in a hotel room or a suite. There's a
king size bed and some other furniture. There's about ten of us in here. We're getting
ready to go to sleep. Most of us are going to sleep on the floor even though there's a bed
in here. I know I'm a soldier now. There's no reason for me to be comfortable anymore.
My life has totally changed. I have to be ready. Conditioned.
I'm doing my nightly forty sit-ups. I do these all the time...have to stay in top shape.
Things could happen at any moment. I look over to a blonde female. She's got her
pajamas on and she's decided to sleep in the bed. Hardly anyone in here approves of her
decision, but she's never going to make it anyway. We don't say much to her. Most of us
know that they have to follow my lead if they want to survive. Somehow, I seem to be
their leader or something. I'm in charge of them and I know that some of these women
don't belong here." [17]
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Taken at face value, the implications of this encounter are disturbing, to say the least.
Fortunately, if we have learned anything in abduction research, it is that you never take
anything at face value.
To say what is really occurring here is nearly impossible. I have a conscious memory of
a non-alien encounter that has the exact same reality to it that my alien encounters have.
It did not seem to be a vision, although I have to be open to the possibility that perhaps
the visions are changing and I'm misinterpreting the information. If a vision, I must ask:
Where is the vision coming from? God? Aliens? Agents of mind control? Perhaps even
neurochemical changes in the brain? Could I have been "accidentally" remote viewing
this?
Could this have been a way for someone to disseminate information? Could the aliens
know that a conflict is going to occur in our future? Some abductees believe they are
being used as messengers by the aliens to let the U.S. government know they are aware
of certain plans and activities or, perhaps the aliens want me to warn other abductees so
they will be mentally prepared when something does happen.
On the other hand, perhaps this was an example of a virtual reality scenario by the use of
an electronic brain implant. Was this information "dumped" into my memory for the
purposes of my writing about it and furthering some disinformation campaign? Was it a
VRS (virtual reality scenario) designed to train me for an event without physically
abducting me for the training? That would certainly place this event into the category of
mind control, would it not?
The idea that abductees are going to be recruited by the military and are going to fight
side by side with the military against the "evil aliens" sounds like a Hollywood movie
script. Nevertheless, I believe that all of the above questions are valid. Every possibility
should be considered before forming an opinion as to why some abductees are seeing
military and other official looking personnel during their experiences. There are other
abductees who are having similar experiences as mine, and they sincerely believe that
we are preparing for a future war. If this was merely more alien psychological testing to
see how I would react in a situation such as this, we should be curious as to why the
aliens are interested in this information.
There are no easy explanations for encounters or memories like the example I just
provided. It may be easy for some people to say this was just an extraordinary dream
brought on by unusual chemical changes in the brain. But once again, when we look at
the data covering multiple abductions, and the similarities between the reports of
abductees across large geographical distances, I do not believe we can safely assume
this to be the case.
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There are other examples of my devotion to military personnel, as well as aliens, in my
books and in my unpublished journals, but I think this entry pretty much says it all. In
my opinion, this was not a dream any more than my alien experiences are dreams. I
cannot emphasize enough, the fact that my dreams do not feel like these encounters. If I
had to narrow it down to three choices I would say that this was:
(1) An alien psychological test for manipulation purposes; (2) A VRS, virtual reality
scenario by agents of mind control; (3) An alien vision of an event that might occur in
the future.
If other researchers thought my alien experiences were merely dreams, Budd Hopkins
would not have written his Introduction for The Alien Jigsaw, and I would not have
received the types of endorsements that I have for my work. I am striving to understand
what these memories can possibly represent. Understanding them may mean the
difference between finding the truth about alien abductions and perpetuating a myth.
###
I will continue to illustrate this aspect of the abduction phenomenon with information
from another abductee in Part Six of Project Open Mind, titled About Lisa.
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by K. Wilson ©1996

Part Six
About Lisa
I met Lisa about three years ago. Since that time I have been to Lisa's home a few times
and have met her family. We have been corresponding with one another for over two
years (at the time of the original publication of this monograph) and share information,
not only about our abduction experiences but also about our pets and gardening. Lisa
and I have a lot in common with one another, but we are also two very different people.
In 1994, the late Dr. Karla Turner wrote about some of Lisa's experiences in her book
Taken: Inside the Alien-Human Abduction Agenda. Turner's introduction to Lisa follows:
"A thirty-five-year-old wife and mother of two children, Lisa and her husband Neal
have lived in southern Alabama for the past fifteen years. Her medium build and thick
brown hair reflect her ancestry of Italian and Scotch-Irish. To all outward appearances,
Lisa's life seems quite normal. While her husband works at a good job in heavy industry,
Lisa takes care of her home and children, involved in the usual activities of a family
with teenagers, and she enjoys gardening as well as more strenuous outdoor
activity." [18]
I have read hundreds of pages from Lisa's hand-written journals and I feel it is important
to share some information that has occurred since Karla wrote about Lisa and the other
seven women in Taken. I am extremely grateful to Lisa for allowing me to share her
information with you. It is not often that I come across someone with Lisa's references,
who is willing to share such personal and dramatic information about the government's
apparent involvement in their life.

Helicopter Activity
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Over the two to three years that I've known Lisa, she has often complained about the
unusual air traffic that occurs over her house and property. When I was at her house I
heard some helicopter traffic, and I remember going outside and wishing she had a
camera handy because I wanted to take a picture of the helicopter flying overhead. I
found it curious that there would be so much air traffic in her particular location.
Since that visit, Lisa has often repeated her comments about how some of the
helicopters and planes fly so low that they shake the windows in her house. Since I used
to live near a military base I know how low a plane needs to be to shake the windows on
a newer house such as the home Lisa and Neal live in. At my request, Lisa sent me some
photographs of the more recent air traffic over her house. A short summary follows:
There is one 1994 photograph of a fixed-wing aircraft over Lisa's house that looks
similar to a C-130 transport. Four of the clearest photographs include a 1995 photo of a
helicopter over Lisa's yard in which you can see two (possibly three) rotor blades. There
is a 1996 photograph of the same type of fixed-wing aircraft as 1994, flying at a higher
altitude over Lisa's house, and another 1996 photograph of a helicopter flying at a higher
altitude behind a TV antenna. In this picture you can see four rotor blades.
There is also a third photograph of the fixed-wing aircraft flying about as low as the
1994 photo and it looks to be the same type of plane again. And, there is a 1995
photograph of another helicopter, but it is too far away to see clearly.
Then there are eleven photographs from 1996, of helicopters flying in various positions
in the sky above or near Lisa's house. Three photographs were taken on the same
February day in 1996, during extremely hazy or foggy weather conditions. In one of
these you can make out four rotor blades. The helicopter is flying lower than the 1996
helicopter, but higher than the 1995 helicopter.
If I were to have this type of air traffic over my house, it would be extremely unusual
and disconcerting. I find it very odd that Lisa's house (or Lisa herself) apparently has the
attention of one of our branches of the military. It is difficult to differentiate the
particular branch since the helicopters are dark and appear to be unmarked. [19]
Lisa also sent some photographs of the bruises and marks that are left behind after her
experiences. These photographs show large, purple and blue (and probably painful)
bruises. I am aware that people bruise differently, but at least one of these bruises
looked quite serious and very painful. The photographs document a fraction of the
bruising I read about in Lisa's journal. Many times after her encounters, Lisa awakens
with dark bruises in different locations on her body.
There are several photographs of Lisa's yard as well. When I was visiting Lisa, I
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immediately realized that she is as meticulous at keeping her yard as I am. The
photographs show a nice green lawn, but with circular brown marks that form a triangle
formation in the grass. It's difficult to say what these are or how they were formed
without analysis, but they are curious because they appeared after an abduction
encounter.
Finally, there is a "before" and "after" picture of her dog. This unfortunate family
member is suffering from a serious skin disease that Lisa's veterinarian cannot identify.
Lisa also told me that her dog's coat (or skin), had a hand print with a triangle inside of
it, but it wasn't clear enough for me to see in the photograph. I could see that her dog
had lost most of her fur and there was a dark pattern of some type on her skin, but I
could not make out the complete triangle. However, the photograph does show that there
is an unusual mark on her dog.

The Abductions
Lisa's abduction experiences cover some of the events that a few researchers have
published as a more standard abduction scenario. Lisa has seen different types of aliens
including what seem to be a somewhat caring, albeit manipulative group of Beings she
calls "The Old Ones." Lisa has been through physical examinations and what might be
considered experimentation, as well as the sexual component of abductions. This sexual
component to Lisa's abductions has a brutal side to it more akin to rape than sexual
intercourse. This is an aspect of her case that I find quite disturbing and difficult to read
about.
Lisa has interacted with the Greys, Reptilians, and other humanoid types of Beings.
There is one group that seems adamant about getting her to separate from her husband
Neal. They are constantly tormenting her with phrases like, "You are not mated with the
correct mate," and "We have a better mate for you." A demonstration of the highly
manipulative behavior of some of the alien Beings.
What I will concentrate on for the remainder of Part Six of Project Open Mind are Lisa's
experiences involving military personnel and other official looking people. ** All
abduction-related memories covered in this project were remembered consciously and
were not retrieved or "recovered" by the use of hypnosis.**
For at least two years now, Lisa has reported hearing a signal she describes as Morse
code. She almost always reports this "Morse code" sound in her left ear usually just
before and after an abduction encounter. Lisa also reports an intermittent humming
sound in both ears. Sometimes these sounds become very difficult for her to deal with
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day after day, but they do eventually subside.
The following is an example of one of Lisa's non-alien abductions. Notice the difference
between the surroundings she describes and the surroundings normally described by
abductees during alien encounters.
"I woke up and found myself on a medical table in a real small white brick walled room
helping a black man, who looked like an orderly in a hospital, put a device on my left
arm that looked like a blood pressure device. Then I looked over at a black woman on
another table who was dead or unconscious, with her mouth wide open. She looked
between forty and fifty years old. The next thing I remember is, it seemed like I was
being pushed through double metal doors. Then I go blank." The next day Lisa found
nickel sized bruises on the front portion of her left leg and said that the inside of her
thighs were sore.
During an alien abduction, the abductee normally describes a white "round" room, not a
brick room. Aliens also do not use blood pressure equipment on abductees. Also unusual
are the "double metal doors" which I similarly described in Part Five in the example I
gave when I had my memory pathways stimulated. Lisa's surroundings in this
experience, including the human orderly, are not alien, but rather, terrestrial.
As I was reviewing Lisa's journal, I found it interesting that on one August night in
1993, Lisa had an alien encounter only to be followed the next night by a military
encounter. The first night Lisa had what she called a "dream" of traveling in a space ship
with a Grey alien. The Being was telepathically instructing her how to maneuver around
objects. The Grey told Lisa that the craft could sense objects and trouble and maneuver
around them.
The following night Lisa had another "dream." Lisa writes, "I was being interrogated by
the military and pushed around. I was on the ground with my hands on the back of my
head, with a gun pushing [on me] and holding me down. Men in green military clothes
were asking questions, while men in black military clothes were standing in the
background by military vehicles. They kept saying over and over, to give them the
knowledge, and they said at any cost...do I understand? At any cost?"
That is where Lisa's memory ended. Lisa wrote in her journal that she couldn't figure out
what it was the military men wanted to know.
During another experience on December 17, 1993, Lisa remembers lying on a table or a
stretcher and being pushed down a hallway that was lit with bright lights. Someone was
quickly strapping her feet down with Velcro straps. Something was inserted into her left
ear and she passed out. Her next memory was of being with men she somehow knew
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were with the FBI. One of the agents called her by her maiden name. Lisa said the man,
"was real mean to me."
The next day Lisa's left ear was very sore and her throat hurt when she would swallow.
Just two days later Lisa wrote again about these same men in her journal. Rather than
experiencing another encounter, I believe Lisa remembered more about what occurred
two nights previously on the 17th and that her memories surfaced in a dream.
Lisa thinks she is talking to some Japanese men and then she writes, "all of the sudden
I'm surrounded by military men in Black clothes" and some other military "men dressed
in green." Lisa was being forced to walk very quickly across the grounds of a compound
or an installation of some type.
"The soldiers were rude to me," Lisa said. "I told them to stop pushing on me. I was
very irritated by them. Then we went into an office of some type...A man was sitting
behind the desk." Lisa said the man was wearing solid green military type clothing but
had no name tag or medals on. Lisa continues, "He started asking me questions about
what I felt about the aliens. It seemed like he was wondering how to get the public
prepared. I told him that a lot of the public was already aware and some would never
accept it."
Lisa said they continued to talk for a while about politics and religion and that the man
"looked bewildered and concerned" and she felt as if this man believed the alien issue
had gotten out of control.
The following year in 1994, Lisa had a "flash memory" while she was awake: "It was
the large heavy-set military man who I've seen before. He was telling me that I was the
'key to understanding.' He was saying it's in my head and it had to be unlocked and that I
belonged to the government. Also, men in green military clothes were standing beside
me with a gun [or guns] and I thought there were some men in black uniforms behind
me. I remember standing up and then being made to sit in an old wooden chair in a
concrete floored room. He wore green military clothes and kept tapping me with his
fingers on the front and sides of my head, like he was frustrated with me."
Toward the end of 1994, I came across something else very interesting in Lisa's journal.
I remembered Lisa telling me about this experience when I was speaking at a conference
in the South, but we didn't have much privacy or the time to go into much detail about it.
In Lisa's words, then: "There's some name of an Air Force Base of either Langdon or
Langley...I was being taken to in Virginia. I remember seeing it briefly on some wooden
crates and also thought someone mentioned it. I might be wrong, but I think I got there
by an underground shuttle. I thought I was in a tunnel cave. I know military men were
escorting me - thought other people were being taken too, but I seemed to not care."
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"Next, I recall I'm walking fast with men around me. I thought [I saw] green clothes and
I'm sure black too. They looked like 'all American looking guys.' Off to my left were
very tall wooden crates and [I was] able to see that much of the name - [Langdon or
Langley]...The next feeling is, I'm being spoken to. Then a scene exploded in my mind...
my son was laying dead, and I remember saying out loud... "God gave me this child, you
had no right to do this..."
I asked Lisa if she knew what was located in Langley, Virginia. Lisa had a rather blank
look on her face and said, no, that she thought it was an Air Force Base. Langley,
Virginia is where the CIA has their main base of operations. The CIA also has a (newer)
facility in McLean, Virginia, which is not very far from Langley. During my research
for more information about Langley, Virginia, I noticed that my Rand McNally Map
Book did not have Langley listed in the index or on the map for the state of Virginia.
Fortunately, I was eventually able to locate both cities on a 1996 map published by a
different map company.
I was able to determine that Lisa is correct. There is a "Langley Air Force Base" in
Hampton, Virginia. Adjacent to the base is a government research lab and research
center named "NASA - Langley Research Center." In addition, there is also a "Fort
Langley" located in British Columbia, Canada, and a city in Washington named
"Langley."
I was also able to find references to several underground installations in Virginia.
According to Dr. Richard Sauder, author of Underground Bases and Tunnels, there is
one underground facility operated by the Army in Warrenton, Virginia; another
underground facility operated by DOD, the Department of Defense, under the Pentagon,
and another underground facility operated by the Navy in Sugar Grove, West Virginia.
Incidentally, the directive of this Naval facility, "is to spy on microwave
communications traffic for the National Security Agency (NSA)." That includes the
communications of ordinary American citizens. [20] Since underground facilities have
been constructed for the Army, the Pentagon, and the NSA, there is good reason to
assume there is an underground facility in Langley, Virginia, and that it probably
extends under "Dolly Madison Boulevard" to the city of McLean and under the CIA's
newer facility.

Code Names
In 1996, Lisa revealed something else very unusual in her journal. Lisa wrote that she
had very fast paced dreams one night and that she came out of one dream feeling as if
she had remembered more than she should have: the name, "Ortega." Lisa believes there
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is something very important associated with the word "Ortega."
Later that same month Lisa wrote, "I slept like a ton of bricks hit me, but I still feel
exhausted." She said that she remembered something about time travel and a name that
she described in her journal as a code name: "Sir Lancelot." In one of several letters to
me Lisa shared what she believes are two more code names that she has overheard
during her military encounters: "Top Shelf" and "Top Hat." In another recent letter to
me she wrote, "I just wanted to tell you about another abduction - saw the word
"JAGNUS" on a piece of paper - it was shown to me by a man..."
Equally extraordinary is the following paragraph quoted from another letter I received
from Lisa after she told me about the code words:
"When I'm abducted by the government and go into buildings I'm handed a plastic card
about the size of a credit card with little slots. I insert it into a steel door and I gain
access. Can't remember more, but the card is called a key."

Programming
The idea that people can be programmed to commit acts they would not ordinarily do, is
not new. A similar idea was brought to public attention in the late fifties in Richard
Condon's The Manchurian Candidate. In the late sixties and early seventies, several new
books were published on the subject of mind control and behavior modification, many
of which you have just read about in the first half of Project Open Mind. Two notable
books are Operation Mind Control and The Control of Candy Jones. [21]
The similarities between what some alien abductees report and what victims of mind
control report are intriguing. For example, In Operation Mind Control, Walter Bowart
writes:
"So Condon was right. In their sleep, the memories of atrocities surface to vivid
awareness among the victims of mind control. Night after night, terrible images,
suppressed by deeply conditioned responses, emerge as terrifying nightmares. Are they
mythological? The stuff of dreams? Or are they recovered memories?" [22]
Below is a small sample of the memories that Lisa has had related to her abductions. I
think everyone will agree that these have little to do with aliens and UFOs (as we have
come to know them through the abduction literature), and probably more to do with
mind and behavior control.
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In February of 1994, Lisa reported hearing aircraft flying over her house
followed by "a painful feeling in my left ear...it lasted for hours. I nearly
fell on the floor when it started to hurt."
Also in 1994: "I've been meaning to write this down, but it really upset
me. I've had feelings like this before. About a week or two ago I started
seeing a scene every time I napped or slept at night. I'm in a large white
room, I see nothing else. I'm on a table naked with my legs spread apart
and put up to my bottom. I see a whitish-gray Being on my left side with a
black cape on. I do not remember any talking between us, but I see men
[who are] naked, being told they can have 'liberties' with me. I felt like
they were being given some 'benefits.' I hardly remember any of their
faces, but I knew they were military personnel. I believe I saw...some
[wearing] green uniforms and the others I don't remember, but I was given
the distinct feeling of military. I blacked out or lost memory of anything
else. When they were raping me I couldn't breathe."
Again in 1994, Lisa wrote: "Had dreams of being followed and that the
government was after me. Also that I'm being made to get ready to defend
[something or someone] and I'm being trained to kill. I don't even know
who I am anymore. I feel I'm losing my identity and my mind."
In September of 1995, Lisa reported a "scene" in her journal. She was
being shown a blackboard and a "clean-cut, white male" wrote the word
"TEHRAN" on the board and above this word he drew a triangle. The
man barked at Lisa, "Don't fall asleep -" and Lisa told him that she wasn't
falling asleep, that she was listening and paying attention to him. "The
man then drew a line from the word 'TEHRAN' toward the left to signify
which direction it will go," Lisa said. Then two or three men came into
the room "to get me...they were in business suits...it was the CIA wanting
me to do more work for them. I went blank after this."
It is difficult to say what Lisa is being conditioned or programmed to do in the future, or
if this really is programming and not more alien manipulation. Personal reports and
eyewitness testimony do not "prove" anything, but the witnesses should be listened to
and their words carefully studied. In her journal, Lisa relays her fears of a future war and
of the persecution of abductees. I, too, have been led to believe this is what is going to
occur in my future. Why would aliens or even a secret government agency want us to
feel this way? Importantly, what if the events that Lisa and I, and others like us are
remembering, are unintentional leaks?
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Living With the Pain
One of the many disturbing things about the events Lisa has endured are the
physiological and psychological effects of her abduction experiences. Lisa is being
treated for chronic back problems which are worsened by her abduction experiences,
particularly those during which she is "roughed up." Lisa often reports deep bruising on
her arms and legs, along with migraine headaches after many of her experiences.
Sometimes, after an abduction, Lisa will sketch pictures of the unusual marks left
behind. For example, very small bruise-like dots patterned in a perfect square formation,
or the same type of dots in triangle formations, sometimes two triangles side by side.
Lisa often reports beginning her period early and other vaginal bleeding after an
encounter; along with diarrhea, pain in her kidneys, rectum, and "female areas."
Lisa also has difficulty making eye contact with strangers because she is not allowed
that luxury during her encounters, often being commanded to keep her head down. She
has even resorted to tying herself (arm or hand) to her bed or to her husband at night
hoping this will prevent her from being taken. Many times after her abductions she is
untied. Lisa has also written about the times when she awakened to find grass, leaves
and even mistletoe in her bed the next morning, and once she even discovered grass in
her underwear the morning following an encounter. She has reported seeing vans slow
down in front of her house as if someone were looking for something. There have been
times when I was speaking to Lisa on the phone and her phone began to make clicking
sounds and unusual echoing sounds. Lisa has also told me about having conversations
with people during which the transmission cuts off intermittently, and sometimes she
can hear someone else breathing in the background.
Lisa has had her life threatened during her encounters, as well as the lives of her
husband, children and pets. On January 9, 1995, Lisa was told "by shadows standing
around the room" that it was dangerous for people to know her and dangerous for Kandy
to associate with her. In her journal, Lisa sadly relates that it was exactly one year to the
day that she was told this, when Karla Turner died. Most of Karla's friends knew her as
Kandy.
Now that Karla is unfortunately no longer with us, I seem to have become someone
these Beings or people now use to manipulate Lisa with. As difficult as her experiences
are for her, she refuses to give up. Lisa's strength is a testimony to all victims, whether
they are alien abductees or mind control victims. She told me recently that no matter
what "they" did to her, she was not going to stop being a Christian. "Everyone has
something they are willing to give their life for," Lisa relayed to me, "and I guess this is
one of those things."
###
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Project Open Mind continues with Part Seven titled Some Of Them Were Military. The
next section covers information pertaining to my own experiences involving
underground and above ground facilities, and military and other official looking
personnel.
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Project Open Mind
by K. Wilson ©1996

Part Seven
Some Of Them Were Military
In Part Six, you read about some of Lisa's experiences that she described as having
occurred in government facilities and involving military and other government
personnel. In this section I will cover some of the events and the people I saw in what
appeared to me to be similar facilities. [23]
One of my oddest experiences involved what I call "Type Three Greys" and a base
situated next to a large body of water. I couldn't place the specific branch of the military
to which this base belonged, but I did see humans wearing uniforms, Grey aliens, and
many cigar-shaped craft. I also knew my way around the base, as if I had been there
several times before. [24]
The above ground portion of the base was simple: a lot of concrete and a lot of cigarshaped craft parked within a huge chain-link fence. There was a concrete bulkhead
against the water, and two large warehouse-type structures. However, once inside and
beneath the structures, nothing was simple anymore.
"There is a place under here where water can come in. It is like a man-made river
system about twenty feet wide. It is to my right. There are some military people here and
they are telling us about a newly designed craft. Suddenly, one of the cigar-shaped craft
appears next to me in this area where the water is. I'm flabbergasted! Neither I nor
anyone else in this place with me heard or saw this craft enter into this place...Okay,
they were trying to demonstrate that it is completely silent. I think it must be able to
appear and disappear quite easily. Everyone around me seems impressed. I'm impressed
too, but at the same time, I am very guarded." [25]
Dr. Richard Sauder addresses the unusual subject of "Undersea Ports" in his book,
Underground Bases and Tunnels. According to documents obtained by Sauder:
"The Naval Facilities Engineering Command issued a report in 1972 that discussed
placing several sorts of Navy installations underground." [26] One of the types of
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facilities listed for placement underground were referred to as "aircraft maintenance
facilities." Dr. Sauder continues, "Interestingly, while the report is devoted to a
discussion of the merits for the Navy of underground installations, there is also a brief,
passing mention made of possible needs for 'undersea ports' and emplacements that
would service a future, submarine Navy." [27]
It seems that over twenty years ago, the Navy was studying the feasibility of building
underground facilities and was at least considering the idea of adding undersea ports as
well. Since the Air Force and the Army have underground facilities, why wouldn't the
Navy have them as well?
This is not the only experience I have had during which I saw Navy personnel, but it is
one of the more curious. I will cover another, more recent experience later in this paper,
but first I want to divert back to the topic of mind control.
For those people who still find it impossible to believe there is any relationship between
mind control experiments, abductees, and underground facilities, consider the following
excerpt from an experience that occurred to me in 1992:
"I'm inside now and I feel as though I am in a deep, underground structure. I've been
here before and this place is very familiar to me...These people down here - I know they
are working for a secret part of our government and I don't like what they are doing..."
"I'm looking at a cart with wheels on it. Someone has rolled it into this room - It has a
projector on it. I'm looking around this place...Somehow I know this place - I've been
here before. These people are part of our government, but at the same time they are
above the government...I'm not even sure the President knows about these people."
"I'm looking at the projector and I realize that I'm not going to get any answers. I'm
going to have to watch that damn film again and undergo indoctrination procedures
again! I've had to do this before. When you don't cooperate you have to be
reprogrammed again. I'm being escorted to another room." [28]
I still cannot remember what I, and the other people who were with me were forced to
watch on the film. Here again is another experience that had the same reality to it that an
"alien" abduction has, except in this last example, there were no aliens present. Why
would I, and the other people who were with me in this underground facility need to be
programmed, much less reprogrammed? And, what does this have to do with an "alien"
abduction?
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The following examples are excerpts from my books and journals covering different
types information relating to underground and above ground facilities.

1993: A Coalition
"The next thing I can remember is being on a secret base. At first I thought it was a
NATO base because I saw different craft from different countries all located within the
same base. Also, my first impression of these craft were that they were buses. It was
extremely dark and I was riding in something that resembled a bus. It was tubularshaped, had rows of seats, but had an open top. I was riding in this vehicle and looking
at the different tubes or unusual buses that were parked on this base under hangars. The
first group I saw that were parked close to one another had something in Russian written
on a crest that was metal. This crest was about two feet long and more oblong than
round, and was located at the top, front of the tube, craft, or vehicle. When I saw the
first group I couldn't make out what the words said because I cannot read Russian. Then
we passed another group that were parked near one another, and on the crest of these, I
could read "British Intelligence." These crests were royal blue and a shiny stainless steel
or silver metal. This is when I thought I might be on a NATO base. I don't know why,
other than that is the only explanation my mind could come up with, as to why British
Intelligence and the Russians would be working together." [29]

1993: Cloning
"I remember being taken to a base that was situated inside of a mountain. The entrance
was at ground level but this place went deep underground. I was with members of our
government. Some of them were military. At the entrance, as I was looking at the large
metal wall that held the door into this place, I was being told that the government was
performing cloning experiments. Men and women were being cloned, experimented on,
and then when the experiments were over they were being used for prostitution; for the
scientists, government people, and military personnel. After they were 'through' with
them or no longer wanted them, the clones were killed." [30]

1995: A Test
"I was in a small room with several men. We were sitting on a bench-like thing together.
I got up and looked at them, and although they all appeared to be human, I knew one of
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them was an alien. I could feel it. I stood in front of them and I said, 'One of you is an
alien, I can sense it.' "
"Suddenly, a man in his fifties bolted up and began running though this medical-military
compound firing a weapon at anyone who was in his way. By my detecting this 'alien' I
had started chaos in this place. But, it was my job. It was why I was there. It was a
test." [31]

1995: Staging
"Erik [my husband] and I were in some kind of large building. I felt it was underground
and possibly a government building. The lighting was rather dim, but enough to see fine
with. There were wide hallways (about eight feet wide), concrete (block) walls, and
neutral floors (no carpet). We were standing in a hallway and we saw three or four men
escorting an alien through this place. The men were acting cautiously and secretive as if
they didn't want anyone to see this alien. We saw all of them together and when we did
we became excited and tried to follow them. After all, they were with an alien and we
were aware of what we were looking at."
Description
"The men were of average height and build and were all wearing black jump-suits. They
were similar to what swat teams wear, but without any insignia or bullet proof vests.
The black jump-suits were made of material and were worn to fit, but were not tight."
"The alien was wearing the same type of black jump-suit that his escorts were wearing.
The alien was also as tall as the men and it appeared to be a male. This is just something
I 'felt' or somehow 'knew.' The alien was about 5' 9'' to 5' 11'' tall (like the men he was
with). He appeared to be somewhat concerned that he would be seen and detected. I
think they must have seen us looking at them and then they all kind of freaked. It was
obvious no one was supposed to see these men escorting this alien through this
building."
"The alien had white skin...When I say white, I mean white, not light
gray. His head was shaped like that of a Type Two Grey, [32] but this
alien was taller and had much more body mass. His eyes were quite
different. This is the first time that I've remembered these types of eyes.
He had the large almond-shaped eyes, but only the right eye had a large
black pupil. In other words, you could see the whites of his eyes...His
left eye was white with a red spiraling mechanistic effect. My first
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impression was that his left eye was more of a mechanism and I felt this
alien was part machine. He was sentient, but clearly his left eye was at
least partly mechanical....This red spiraling effect moved inward toward
the center of his eye and it seemed rather bright or intense..." [33]
I didn't focus my attention on the alien's hands or feet, but I did see his
legs. He clearly had more body mass than any of the aliens I have seen before (with the
exception of The Blonde). He stood and walked on his legs as did the men he was with.
Interestingly, the alien seemed almost scared and was definitely under the control or
command of the humans he was with. It was almost as if you were seeing the FBI or
someone escorting either a prisoner or someone who was in protective custody.
It is curious that this alien's body looked so similar to the humans he was with. Because
of this, as well as his mechanistic "eye," it is possible that this was not an alien at all, but
rather, a human dressed to appear like an alien. In other words, I believe this was
probably a "staged" event. The purposes behind this staging are not clear to me, unless I
was supposed to associate the FBI or some other government agency with aliens and
then disseminate the (dis)information to the UFO community.

Abduction Step-By-Step
A very in-depth look at an experience that occurred in July of 1995 follows. This is a
rather lengthy and detailed account in which I take each paragraph directly from my
journal, and analyze and discuss it before moving on to the next event. I have found that
a lot can be learned by analyzing an experience in such a manner.
It is important to understand, that like all of my experiences I've documented since
December of 1988 (as well as prior to April of 1988), this experience was remembered
consciously - without the use of hypnosis. The following information that is enclosed in
"parentheses" is verbatim from my journal. It is presented exactly as I experienced and
remembered it. My comments and analysis are enclosed in [brackets].
It was the thirtieth of July 1995, and I went to bed around midnight:
"I'm in a vehicle on a road that looks similar to TV Highway. [A road not too far from
my house.] I'm at an intersection. Across the street in the other lane is a male with
orangish hair and skin. He's a doctor. I'm looking at him across what must really be a
'divider' of some kind. I ask him, 'Is this the way to the hospital?' thinking 'to my left'
and he replies, speaking to me telepathically, 'No. It's that way,' as he looks toward my
right. I begin to turn toward my right."
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[(1) During this part of the experience I felt I was in my car. It was at
night and as I indicated, the road was familiar to me. At this point, the
male is not clearly visible to me, that is to say, I do not clearly see what he
looks like at this moment during the experience. If I did see him, then it
had not yet registered in my mind. (2) If you were to continue for about
80 miles to my left, you would reach the Pacific Ocean. There is also a
large hospital in a nearby town, but at that time I was unaware of its
existence. To my right about ten miles away is the hospital I had surgery
in, back in 1994.]
"Instantaneously, this male is beside me to my right. We're still in some kind of vehicle,
but now we are together. I'm looking out the front window and I feel I must be in
control. No. I think he wants me to believe I'm in control of the craft. We are moving at
a very steep angle, upward...it looks as if the sky is changing from nighttime to a lighter
blue and I sense that we are surrounded by water - that there is water beneath us. We're
on a bridge, but it is going upward at such a steep angle, I can't see the end of it. 'Are we
going to fall off the end? Is there an end to this bridge?' I ask him. He replies, 'No, we're
not going to fall off. It's an optical illusion.' "
[1) I do not remember getting out of my car and then getting into the
"craft" with the male. Nevertheless, my mind tells me I am now in some
kind of craft, since it does not look like the inside of a car. Interestingly, I
cannot really say what the inside of this craft looks like. I only remember
the front window which was small and curved outward. (2) The use of
deception is immediate. This male wants me to think I'm in control of the
craft, but I am not. Does he want me to believe I'm still driving my car?
Was I ever really driving my car? (3) The background colors change and
then I see water and then a bridge. If I were in my car and saw water, my
mind would want to see a bridge since I would not want to drive my car
into the water.]
"This Being is telepathically tuning into my thoughts about a time in my childhood.
Sometimes when our family would be driving, it would look like the road ends, but it
was an optical illusion involving distance and that 'point of disappearance.' My mother
or father would turn to me and smile and say, 'Don't worry. It's just an optical illusion.'
The Being is using this information to explain what I'm seeing out the front window of
this vehicle. He is also smiling at me. I can sense it, so it must be a 'telepathic smile.' "
[This impression from my past and the optical illusion are true. If this is
an alien, then he must be using telepathy to obtain this information and to
communicate this information to me. If he is a human being, I would have
to have an implant that is capable of transmitting this information from
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my mind to his, and it would have to be capable of receiving information
from someone (mentally or verbally).]
"Now, suddenly, we have banked sharply to the right and we're making a hairpin turn going back in the same direction from which we just came. Now we're heading
downward at a very steep angle. We're moving very fast - very fast - swoosh! Now there
is water around us - I see a tube. We must be in a tube that is open to the top. Like one
of those rides at a fair. The water all around us is splashing upward and it has a yellow
tint to it. This is weird."
[It felt as if we turned sharply and went down into the water. The yellow
tint to the water indicated to me that we were in the ocean. Obviously, I
do not know what is really occurring here since I compare it to a ride at an
amusement park and I feel it is "weird."]
"Okay. Now I'm in the cafeteria of a hospital with this doctor. He is showing me a
diamond ring he is wearing. It's just like the one I bought Erik. 'Oh, that's nice,' I'm
thinking to him. He is tuning in to my thoughts. Telepathically, he picks up on a time a
long time ago when I first met Erik and Erik told me how he appreciated beautiful
things. Works of art, porcelains... Now this doctor Being is putting on a larger diamond
ring. This time, it's a woman's ring. The diamond is much larger, too large for a man to
wear. Inside I laugh, but I tell him, 'Oh, that's nice too.' From tuning in to my thoughts
he knows that I'm telling a 'white lie' so to speak. He's in telepathic contact with me. I'm
feeling things about him that I should only feel for Erik. I feel desire for him, but I tell
myself I'm married. It's okay to feel, as long as I don't act. He's really tuning into me
now. I'm always attracted to him for some reason."
[(1) The arrival, but to where - a cafeteria inside a hospital? How would I
know this unless I: (a) had been told in advance this is where we were
going, or (b) had been there before? (2) I still do not know who he is, but I
still feel that he is a doctor. (3) The portion of the telepathic experience
involving the rings and my husband: this is a "collection" of information
as well as emotions to be used at a later time during the experience. Keep
in mind the feelings of desire and the fact that the male is "tuning in to me
now."]
"Okay. Now I'm in the hospital part of this place. I've just finished filling out some
paperwork for the medical facility and a young woman with brunette hair is taking the
forms from me. I know her. She was in my business management class eleven years ago.
I let on that I know her and she looks at my forms and then back at me. Suddenly a look
forms on her face that speaks surprise and dread. She has put "two and two" together.
She knows I'm an abductee and the author of Alien Jigsaw. She's very disturbed by the
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fact that I'm an abductee. She says, 'You didn't tell any of the doctors about this did
you?' I reply, 'Well, only one,' meaning the Tan Being. (I think the telepathic doctor
with the orangish skin and hair is the Tan Doctor.) [34] He was using camouflage. He
didn't want me to remember him."
[1) I know I'm in the hospital area, although I see nothing that would
indicate I'm seeing a hospital. I'm in a waiting room area, but there is no
medical equipment around me. How do I know this is a hospital unless (a)
I knew where I was going, (b) I had been there before, or (c) was
programmed to "see" a hospital? (2) The woman from my business
management class is either a prop taken from my memory, or she was
really involved in this abduction. Is it more plausible that she is a memory
"bit" that is being used as a character by the aliens, or is it more believable
(and easier) for her to really be there? (3) She (or someone) does not want
me to tell any doctors that I am an abductee. (4) I now realize the male is
really the Tan Being that I have seen many times before. How did I come
to this realization? Is part of my memory missing; has this information
just been implanted into my mind, or did I realize it on my own?]
"The young brunette woman is really worried for me now. She says, 'You shouldn't have
told anyone, especially a doctor.' She takes my forms back to her desk and that's it. No
more conversation. She doesn't want to have anything to do with me. She doesn't want
to know about this. Now she's going to have to pretend she doesn't know me. I'm on my
own. No one here will ever stick their neck out for an abductee."
[Again, I am not to tell anyone that I am an abductee. I am shown that if
people find out, I will be on my own. If this is an alien abduction, why
don't the aliens want me to tell anyone? Do they really want to protect
me? If so, why did they allow me to remember so much and write my
books? If this is a mind control experience or an abduction by humans,
why wouldn't they want me to believe I'm an alien abductee? Believing I
am with aliens and have been abducted by them would lessen the chances
of me thinking or remembering that I was with humans.]
"I'm going through the doors into the medical area and I'm passing an African-American
female nurse and another nurse's station. I'm walking though the place..."
[The woman was human, and heavy-set. She was wearing a nurse's
uniform and was sitting behind a desk. All of this looks very terrestrial.]
"I'm in the examination area. I'm looking at a white female nurse. She is standing with
her back to her little corner work station. To my right is the hallway that I just came in
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from, to my left is a row of small examination rooms: metal tables, white curtains for
privacy. There are rooms to my right as well, but the majority of the rooms are to my
left. The nurse looks similar to a nurse that was on the program Nurses a year or so ago.
She looks familiar. She looks human in every way, but the fact that she looks like one of
the TV nurses is suspect. She is peeling two sheets of a clear type of paper apart. She's
handing it to me. I take the sheet she hands me. It's clear and it feels as thick as a
microfiche film. It's about 8 inches by 7 inches. It's a DNA file. It contains everything
you could ever want to know about someone's DNA. The nurse says, 'We need your
permission.' I'm looking at this film and I'm really angry. ' I'm here for a gynecological
exam and nothing more! What the hell do you need this for?' "
[1) The surroundings appear terrestrial, not alien. This did not look like
the inside of a craft. (2) The appearance of the nurse is suspicious and this
is probably one of two things: (a) a form of camouflage (screen memory)
by the aliens, or (b) I was hypnotically programmed to see this person as
this particular TV nurse. (3) How would I know that this microfiche type
file was for DNA purposes unless I had seen one before, or this was set up
in advance via hypnosis? (4) They are asking my permission. Aliens never
ask for permission! (This could be a "first.") (5) Why would I submit to a
gynecological exam in a situation like this unless on some level, I knew
these people, or Beings and agreed to put myself in such a vulnerable
position?]
"The nurse then grabs a small newspaper clipping and shoves it in my face. I look at it
and it says that our government has begun collecting a complete DNA file on every
American citizen. I tell the nurse, 'I'm not giving you my permission. I'm here for an
exam, nothing more.' I walk away from her and continue down the hallway. She is
following me, and a human doctor comes out of his office after I walk by. He looks to
be about sixty, has gray hair and has a medium to thin build. He's wearing a white lab
coat and slacks. The nurse tells him, 'She wouldn't agree to it,' and the doctor replies in a
serious tone, 'Well, we'll do whatever it takes to make her agree.' "
[1) The newspaper clipping borders on the theatrical. Had something such
as this been published, I would have certainly known about it. Was
someone trying to instill paranoia in me? Is the government going to one
day require a DNA file on every American citizen? Some people are
already talking about this, but I was not, and am not, preoccupied with
this thought. If these were aliens, were they trying to instill fear in me
about my government, or were they showing me my future? (2) The
human doctor appeared to be human in every respect. He also sounds
threatening when he says, "we'll do whatever it takes to make her agree."]
"I'm in a large room at the end of the hallway and next to this doctor's personal office.
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I'm still angry and I'm looking around the room waiting for someone. This room appears
to have a regular looking double size bed in it. The doctor is walking into the room now.
He's getting into the bed. He's - someone here is telepathic. I'm feeling telepathy now:
'Your marriage is really bad. It's a meaningless relationship...' Now, somehow telepathy - those feelings I had for the Tan Doctor are being infused into my mind. The
feelings I have for him...the vision of the ring on his finger...our conversation...This
doctor is lying on his back under the covers and in the bed. Is he doing this to me, or is
the Tan Doctor here with me? I know what's going on. Someone is trying to use my
thoughts against me. Before the "desire" and confusion are to be implanted into my
mind, I bolt for the door."
[1) As soon as the human doctor gets into bed, ostensibly to try to lure me
into a sexual situation, I sense someone connecting with my mind. I
realize, "someone here is telepathic." (2) I receive a telepathic message
that is designed to make me feel insecure and unsure of my marriage. The
doctor is lying on his back in a double bed, and someone is telling me my
marriage is bad. (3) The next portion is extremely important. This is
where the information regarding the ring and my husband are "injected"
into my mind. Someone is attempting to "infuse" the feelings of desire
into my mind as I see the doctor lying in bed. Was this done in order to
get me into the bed with the doctor? Was someone trying to arrange for us
to have sex with one another? That would be one way to get a DNA
sample. (4) I realize what is going on (because I've been through this type
of manipulation many times before) and I run out of the room.]
"I'm running down the hallway...passing the examination rooms...around the nurse's
corner station...to my right...now the hallway is much more narrow and I tell myself, 'I'm
so glad I memorized my way in here.' As I'm running I'm picking out mental sign posts I
memorized on my way in. I'm inside a ship or a submarine. The floor is gray metal, the
walls are all lined with built-in compartments, just like on a ship. The cabinets are like a
baby-blue color or a royal blue color and they all have shiny silver hinges and locks on
them. Everything has to be bolted down or closed. Everything I'm seeing as I'm running
tells me I'm on a ship. I'm running and turning to my right. There's something - a ladderlike stairway blocking my path. There are some Navy guys wearing white enlisted
uniforms looking at me like, 'What the hell are you doing here?' " [end of memory]
[1) Amazingly, I think it is here that they lose mental control over me. I
ran out of the room and they were not prepared for my behavior. This is
where I clearly see the inside of a ship, not the inside of a hospital or a
UFO. (2) The reaction of the men was appropriate for the situation: seeing
a female civilian running through a Naval vessel would surely produce a
"What the hell are you doing here?" response by the military personnel. If
the ship was receiving a high ranking officer such as an Admiral, or was
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undergoing inspection, the men would conceivably be wearing their dress
whites.]
The following notes from my journal may tell as much about this experience as the
memory itself. Again, these are unedited from my journal. Some of the statements are
personal and graphic, but I feel it is important for the reader to get the full effect of both
the experience and its aftermath, so I am publishing all of the details.

Notes From My Journal
"I awakened at 9:30 a.m. and although I don't remember how I made it downstairs, I
walked into the kitchen and saw that Erik had already made coffee. I had difficulty
opening my eyes and I could barely stand. I took the coffee he offered me and sat down.
I was really angry and frustrated. I asked Erik, "What do you remember?" and he
replied, "I don't remember anything." I immediately told him, "They took me
somewhere - F---ing human beings took me somewhere last night." My mind was
racing, I mean literally in hyper-drive. I remembered everything consciously and
immediately. I felt repulsed. I knew at least one alien, the Tan Doctor, had been a part of
it, but everyone else was human. And, it's no coincidence that the times I've seen the
Tan Doctor, other humans, (military) have been involved. The Tan Doctor is a hybrid
alien.
Anyway, I hated the humans. I told Erik what happened. As I was talking, Erik began
telling me what he remembered. Just by talking about what happened to me, Erik
remembered what we believe was a screen (threat) of sorts. He remembers 1) a boat, 2)
flood or a lot of water, 3) a boat going down streets looking for someone, 4) found some
people but not who he was looking for, 5) SAR (search and rescue) personnel, and
American Indians.
He also remembers threatening to expose someone. Then a man took a gun and began
shooting around him. He fired six shots...This man then told Erik, 'With two phone calls
I could arrange to have you killed...' "

Physical Aftereffects
"Sunday morning: Extreme disorientation, extreme hyper-neuronal activity, but I can't
seem to focus on the task at hand; anger, feelings of violation, vision (convergence)
problems, short-term memory problems, trouble getting my thoughts focused. My head
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feels sore, as if my 'brain' hurts. It's really my whole head area, inside and out. It's just a
bruised feeling.
I also had a yellow liquid (instead of stool) coming out of me when I tried to use the
bathroom, but nothing would come out except a yellow gel-like substance. This
continued throughout the day. I should have been able to go, but I don't think there was
anything there.
What is also difficult about the aftermath of this experience is that I feel as if I should
get out of the phenomenon, stop what I'm doing: the publishing, writing, research. I just
want a normal life. I want to move. I want to disappear. I also think I'll get my hair cut.
Have already cut seven inches off, but somehow, I feel as if I should change my
appearance. I seem to hate everything I am all of the sudden. I wonder if someone didn't
hypnotize me and program me to feel this way?
8-2-95: It has now been three days since this experience and I'm beginning to feel better.
My vision is still bothering me, I've had a mild headache all week, but not any bad
migraine pain. I can go to the bathroom now. What still troubles me is that I feel as if
my brain is "firing" or working overtime, and I'm having trouble staying focused on my
work. Overall, I feel much better than I felt on Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday.
I've been thinking about the disorientation I suffered after this experience. If I fell
(because of the ladder or stairway) and hit my head, I haven't been able to pinpoint a
location for the head pain. My entire head was sore, as well as underneath my scalp
(actual brain?). I'm beginning to wonder if some kind of alteration was made to me. If
these were aliens using camouflage, could they have done something to my brain? If
they were humans and really abducted me for the purposes of my agreeing to give them
a complete DNA work-up, could they have given me some kind electric shock
treatment?" [End Journal Notes]

What Was It?
This is typical of one of my more involved memories. It is long and has many details.
To try to determine what is real and what is not real, what is human and what is alien, is
extremely difficult, as you have just seen for yourself. Even I cannot answer all of the
questions that I ask in my [comment and discussion] sections about this experience.
After this experience, I decided that I had been abducted by the Tan Being and taken to
a Navy ship in the Pacific Ocean, not far from where I live. I believe the ship was used
to provide cover for a hospital facility in which scientists connected with the military
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and black-ops could carry out medical tests on me. The hybrid was then responsible for
returning me to my home. This does not sound too outlandish when you consider past
reports from other abductees of military involvement, and the high speed and
maneuverability of alien craft, UFOs if you will.
It is also possible that this was strictly an alien experience and the aliens are far more
adept at manipulation and disinformation than we give them credit for. But I have to ask
what their motive would be. Why not just take me to their craft and let me see them as
they really appear? They would have nothing to lose, unless they want to create the
illusion of military, and therefore, government involvement in the abduction of
American citizens.
In view of the information about mind control technology, this experience and many
others like it, can be interpreted in a very different light. It is for this reason that I am
making information such as this public. I hope that other researchers and abductees who
come to this site and read my information, as well as Lisa's information, understand how
difficult it is for us to share such personal experiences with complete strangers. We have
decided to do this because, above all else, we are interested in the truth. I must
emphasize again, the only way to get to the truth is to tell the truth - the whole truth - not
just the "truth" that fits with our current theories of alien abduction.
###
The next section of Project Open Mind is Part Eight and is titled Looking Back. Topics
include "The Controllers Revisited" and animal mutilations.
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Part Eight
Looking Back

The Controllers Revisited
In 1989 Martin Cannon came forward with a bold new hypothesis for alien abductions
in his monograph The Controllers: A New Hypothesis Of Alien Abduction. Martin
Cannon formulated his hypothesis after discovering the following results from his
extensive and ongoing research into the subject of mind control. [35]
"1) Although misleading (and occasionally perjured) testimony before
Congress indicated that the CIA's "brainwashing" efforts met with little
success, striking advances were, in fact, made in this field.
2) Clandestine research into thought manipulation has not stopped, despite
CIA protestations that the CIA no longer sponsors such studies.
3) The CIA was not the only government agency involved in this
research...many other branches of government were involved.
To these conclusions I would append the following - not as firmly
established historical fact, but as a working hypothesis and grounds for
investigation:
4) The UFO Abduction phenomenon might be a continuation of
clandestine mind control operations." [36]
Cannon discusses his findings about the relationship between mind control reports and
abduction reports in his highly-praised monograph. [37] Although his entire monograph
is a "must read," there were a few areas that immediately got my attention because I had
similar questions about the points he brought up. The first two focus on the Betty and
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Barney Hill abduction case, specifically Betty Hill's "pregnancy test," and the "star map."

The Pregnancy Test
Regarding the alien pregnancy test, Cannon writes: "At one point during the alleged
UFO abduction, the 'examiners' inserted a needle in Betty Hill's navel, telling her that
this practice constituted a test for pregnancy. Some ufologists rashly assume that Betty
Hill's 'pregnancy test' is evidence of advanced extraterrestrial technology, since her 1961
account pre-dates the official announcement of amniocentesis." [38]
I had similar questions about Betty Hill's pregnancy test when I published my
Researcher's Supplement. [39] I decided to include information from a paper published
in a medical journal that stated laparoscopy, (a more complicated procedure than
amniocentesis), had its origins over fifty years ago. I found it curious that I never heard a
word about this information from other abduction researchers. [Since the original
publication of this monograph in 1996, Dr. David Jacobs has also addressed this subject.]
To determine if Betty Hill's 1961 alien pregnancy test really predated the use of a
procedure like laparoscopy or amniocentesis, I visited a medical library. What I found
was surprising. Below are some quotes from a few of the published medical studies that
I was able to locate in less than two hours:
"John Bard performed the first successful laparotomy (related to
laparoscopy) for an extra-uterine pregnancy c.1746; he was named New
York's first public health officer..." [40]
"The first step in the development of laparoscopy occurred in 1806, when
Bozzini developed an endoscope to observe the cervix." [41]
"The method of laparoscopy, mainly being introduced as a diagnostic
tool, has developed into an important therapeutic procedure during the last
decade. This development is associated with the name of the German
gastroenterologist Heinz Kalk. Born in Frankfurt/Main in 1895, he first
published about laparoscopy in 1929 and also designed a new laparoscope
with a prograde optic. He realized the great value of laparoscopy in the
differential diagnosis of liver disease. During the 1940s, Kalk introduced
laparoscopically guided liver biopsy and was involved to a great extent in
research of hepatic diseases, especially Hepatitis epidemica. The work of
Kalk was of decisive influence for the development of laparoscopy in
Europe..." [42]
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"Since the beginning of the Twentieth Century physicians have promoted
laparoscopy as a valuable adjunct to the diagnosis of diseases of the
abdominal cavity....The first diagnostic laparoscopy in the United States
was carried out in 1911 by Bertram Berheim, who used a proctoscope and
ordinary light to examine the abdominal cavity...Raoul Palmer of Paris
promoted monitoring of intra-abdominal pressure as early as 1947...Janos
Veress of Hungary developed a new needle for inducing pneumothorax in
1938. Almost an identical version of the Veress needle is still frequently
used today." [43]
Moving back to the original topic of amniocentesis, my search took less than half an
hour. According to a paper published by the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation:
"Amniocentesis is a simple medical procedure used to obtain a small
sample of the amniotic fluid surrounding the fetus. It was first tried in
1882, and has long been used in late pregnancy to assess fetal anemia in
Rh disease and to find out if the fetal lungs are mature enough for
delivery." [44]
And finally:
"The first studies of amniotic fluid were done in the early 1950s for the
evaluation of bilirubin pigment in the amniotic fluid of Rh-sensitized
mothers. By looking at the optical density of the fluid, the analyst could
determine the degree to which the fetus was affected." [45]
Martin Cannon is correct in stating that abduction researchers use Betty Hill's pregnancy
test to help support the advanced alien technology theory. It is clear that all of the dates I
have provided for laparoscopy and amniocentesis predate Betty Hill's alien pregnancy
test. Furthermore, scientists are now using a blood test to isolate fetal blood cells that
circulate in the mother's bloodstream. If humans already possess this technology, why
would advanced aliens use a cruder pregnancy test, such as the "long-needle-probes" to
test if women are pregnant?
Ufologists and abduction researchers cannot assume that Betty Hill's pregnancy test is
evidence of advanced extraterrestrial technology, because her 1961 account absolutely
does not pre-date the use of amniocentesis or laparoscopy.
Betty Hill probably reported exactly what occurred to her and she is in no way to be
faulted for the mistakes made by the UFO research community. I, too, have had an
experience during which I had an alien insert a needle six inches long into my abdomen.
Like Betty Hill, I experienced a great amount of pain and when I touched the hand of the
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alien Being, my pain went away and I lost consciousness. That aliens or "someone"
inserted a long needle into our abdomens is not the issue. The issue is that we cannot
automatically assume that a technology or procedure is extraterrestrial simply by
identifying it with a particular time-frame, or because someone was the first to report it.
"First Cases" do not prove anything.

The Star Map
Regarding the star map, Martin Cannon writes, "The Hill case provided a particularly
controversial piece of evidence - the celebrated "star map" recalled by Betty Hill under
hypnosis. In later years, an Ohio schoolteacher named Marjorie Fish made an ingenious
and laudable attempt to discover a match for this map by constructing an elaborate threedimensional model of nearby star systems; whether she succeeded remains a matter for
keen debate." [46]
Cannon also references Jacques Vallee's book Dimensions, in which Vallee states that
he does not believe the map makes any sense as a navigational aide and that the stars are
not drawn to scale. Equally important is another point Cannon brings up: "Allegedly, the
map points to Zeta Reticuli as the aliens' home system and pictures Zeta Reticuli as a
single star, a view consistent with scientific opinion of the 1960s. Yet in later years,
scientists discovered that Zeta Reticuli is binary."
That so much could have been made of this map over the years is really what is
interesting about this entire discussion. Other abductees have seen star maps and have
been told by the aliens where they come from. Very little (if anything) has been made
about these abductees' claims. What is also interesting is that some of these other
abductees remembered their information immediately after their experiences and
without the use of hypnosis.
Examples of other abductees being told where the aliens come from follow. The first
example comes from Doreen Imper whom I've written about before. Doreen writes:
"My next memory was of standing outside of this structure and seeing two dark-skinned
Greys coming out. It was very, very dark outside and I wasn't sure how to get home. I
approached the Greys to ask them how I could get home and they would not respond or
interact with me at all. I kept asking until another entity approached me. I could not see
this entity clearly. He handed me a map that I looked at while he described the best and
fastest route home.
After this experience and during the course of the afternoon of the following day I
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started to remember my experience. I sketched, to the best of my ability, the map that
was shown to me.

I was told to follow a specific route (marked by
the arrow) instead of the route to the left of it,
which at the time seemed to be the most logical
way to get home.

During the next week I was able to look at a
star chart that belonged to a co-worker. I have
never looked at a star chart before, but I was
immediately drawn to Perseus. I recognized the
area of the star chart that I had seen during the
experience.

What I had sketched out from memory was not a
perfect match, but it was close enough for me to
think it was more than a coincidence."
The second example is from my husband Erik.
He was not shown a star chart, but instead was
given a description, or perhaps directions:
"We go on the deck. I ask him, 'Are you from the
Pleiades?' The Being adamantly replies, 'No.' I ask him where he is from. We look in the
sky to see the Big Dipper. He says, 'See the Ursa Major?' I reply 'Yes.' The Being then
tells me, 'The star cluster to the right and below. The one with the triangle to the left and
the little stars in between...we're from that one. The fourth planet from our sun.' " [47]
When asked what his planet was like, the Being told Erik that he had never seen his
home planet because he had been born on their ship and had lived his entire life in
space. [48]
Another account that was published in my book follows:
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"Erik and I are with the light gray aliens and we are looking up at a large map on the
wall of their craft. It must be three dimensional - it has many layers to it. Erik and I are
reading the map - I'm asking the aliens, 'Do these lines represent the different levels or
dimensions of space?' One of the aliens replies, telepathically, 'Yes.' I continue, 'And
when you travel on this route, as opposed to this one (pointing to the map), you have to
add different levels of water and (chemical unknown to me) into your fuel supply so
your craft can travel through this particular type of space?' Again the alien replies
telepathically, 'Yes.' ...The map has different colored lines representing the different
types of space they travel through. There are black lines, but the majority of the lines are
white and red." [49]
At least two of these descriptions give us a general area (constellation) from which the
Beings are saying or implying they come from. If I were to ask other abductees, I'm sure
I would find several who had been given similar information by the aliens. However,
this other information does not often show up in the literature and is not "promoted" at
conferences. Yet, that is what has been done with the Hill star map to such an extent that
for the past two decades, somewhat of a myth has been created. The myth says that the
Greys are from Zeta Reticuli, and - by the way - they are not called Greys anymore, they
are now referred to as "The Zetas!" - And we wonder why the scientific community
does not take our claims seriously?
Surprisingly, some scientists did take the Hill star map seriously and it led to the
publication of "The Zeta Reticuli Incident" in Astronomy magazine in 1976. The article
was written by Terrence Dickinson with related commentary by: Jeffrey L. Kretsch, Carl
Sagan, Steven Soter, Robert Scheaffer, Marjorie Fish, David Sauders and Michael Peck.
Since this controversial article was written, planetary astronomy has changed its general
view about the types of stellar bodies that planets can orbit. I also found some of the
premises of the authors too assuming, for example, "The sun must be on it [the Hill
map] (since the alien was ready to show Betty where 'we' are)..." [50] I could find
nothing saying or indicating that the alien was going to show Betty were "we" were
located on the map and I believe this premise is too assuming. How can we assume,
because an alien was going to retrieve a map, that Earth would be located on that map?
Despite these shortfalls, I recommend "The Zeta Reticuli Incident" to those interested in
this continuing debate. [51]

What if it was Mind Control?
On the opposite end of this discussion is an idea that Cannon brought up in The
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Controllers: that Betty Hill had actually been "directed to store that chart within her
subconscious." Cannon continues, "The celebrated star map ought to be recognized for
what it was: a prop, a seemingly confirmatory circumstantial detail meant to convince
her - and perhaps us - of the reality of her abduction."
This brings us back to the argument about whether an artifact of abduction - whether it
be a scar, an implant, and yes even a star chart - is really of alien or terrestrial origin. It
wouldn't be such a bad idea if say, you were a black-ops agent conducting mind control
experiments, that you would come up with the idea of making your subject think its
aliens (instead of humans) and reinforcing the fabrication with a map of where the
imaginary aliens come from.
On the other hand, if these really are aliens who are telling us where they come from,
why should we believe them? If we do in fact choose to believe them, why would they
ALL have to come from the same place? Researchers should investigate abduction
reports involving star maps that other abductees have seen and remembered
(immediately and without the use of hypnosis) before concluding that the aliens' home
world is Zeta Reticuli. It is highly probable that they come from several different
planets, of which Zeta Reticuli may be one.

Experiences Involving EDOM and Gun Staging

EDOM: Electronic Dissolution Of Memory
As you will recall from Part Two, the Electronic Dissolution of Memory is
accomplished by "electronically jamming the brain" thereby causing the
neurotransmitter acetylcholine, "to create static which blocks out sight and sounds
leaving the victim with no memory of what they saw or heard." [52]
An unusual event occurred to me in March of 1991 that may have involved an EDOMtype device. I had an experience during which I actually saw a woman wearing a mask
depicting the face of a Grey alien. To top it off, I ended up in the back seat of my car
which was being driven by another female. There were two females sitting in the front
seats of my car, and two (very thin) males in the back seat with me. An excerpt from
that experience follows:
"Now we are moving along the darkest road I have ever seen...I can see a few trees and
then an opening. There is a fence with a security person at the gate. He is checking to
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make sure we have the authority to enter. Now the female Being is driving my car
through the open gate."
[I called her a Being. I assumed she was an alien since she was telepathic.]
"There is a huge dome-shaped object to my right...this thing looks to be the size of a
coliseum...I'm trying to hear - to somehow tune in to what these aliens are saying
telepathically to one another, but now, suddenly, there is a loud and powerful voice
inside my head. It is coming from the dome-shaped object and it is intentionally
preventing me from hearing what these aliens are saying to one another...As soon as I
hear the voice I can't remember what it just said..." [53]
In December of 1993, I found myself with two women and one man who I thought were
friends from high school, but I was aware on some level that it wasn't really them. I also
knew I was away from my home and in a house that was unfamiliar to me. I felt as if
something was occurring outside that I should see, so I walked outside:
"I'm outside on a patio or balcony. There are woods close by... I'm looking up at the
night sky...There are objects up in the sky - they are ships. I say to the woman next to
me as I'm pointing up at the sky, 'Look - right there! It's a ship!' "
"Oh - suddenly I know. My vision is failing. They are taking my vision away from me...
Everything is black now. My eyes are wide open but everything is black. They have
taken away my sight. They always do this to me - they used to do this to me as a child it is a very familiar sensation. I am blind but my eyes are wide open...I'm standing
outside and I'm being very still because I cannot see. They want it this way..."
I also saw some human children who were in the house (or apartment) and I saw a
young woman who looked as if she had been physically battered. She was being forced
to stay in the house with the children against her will. My next memory was of being in
downtown Portland in the middle of the night:
"I don't have my purse, I don't have any money and I don't have my car keys. God, how
am I going to get home? I have to get home - I feel stranded - I feel like a prisoner."
"I awakened feeling extremely tired and on edge. There was a drop of blood on my sheet
where my lower back or hip area would have been had I been lying down. I looked all
over my night shirt, but there wasn't any blood on it and no marks on my body, that I
could find." [54]
Is it possible that EDOM was used on me during these experiences? Although I did not
write it in my journal, while I was standing on the balcony (during the 1993 experience)
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blinded by someone or something, I also could not hear. In other words, I cannot
account for what transpired while I was standing outside with the other people. Notice
also that there were no aliens or hybrid children in this encounter either. Also of interest
are the craft: they were elongated and shaped like missiles, not round or saucer-shaped.
Was this some kind of conditioning? Did someone use a device on me that made me
become "blind and deaf" when I saw the craft in the sky? Was I seeing something
someone did not want me to remember?

Gun Staging
In The Controllers, Martin Cannon relates a story told by Budd Hopkins at a "UFO
Abduction Workshop" he gave at a March 1988 Whole Life Expo. Cannon writes:
"Hopkins' informant [the abductee]...was given a gun by the aliens. Not a Buck Rogers
laser weapon - this was something Dirty Harry might have packed. The abductee was
also given someone to shoot. Not a little grey alien - another human being, tied to a
chair. The 'visitors' told their armed abductee that this captive had done 'evil on Earth,
and he's a bad person. You have to kill him.' If the abductee didn't do as asked, he would
never leave the ship...Ultimately, the abductee turned the gun on the aliens and said,
'Nobody's going to get shot here.' According to Hopkins, 'The aliens said "Fine. Very
good." They took the gun from him; the man (presumably the captive) got up, walked
away, disappeared, and they went on to the next thing.' " [55]
Cannon believes that rather than this being an example of an alien incursion, it "exactly
parallels numerous experiments in the hypnotic induction of anti-social action as
revealed both in the standard hypnosis literature and in declassified ARTICHOKE
MKULTRA documents." [56]
I have to agree that something very unusual is occurring when alien Beings place an
abductee in a situation such as the one just described. Consider the following experience
that occurred to me in June of 1991:
"Somehow I know that a man is going to hurt my little three year old nephew. This man
is over six feet tall, has dark hair and dark skin...I'm running toward my nephew's house
[three houses away] - I must be here now - Someone is handing me a gun and a knife.
The gun is cocked. This 'dark man' is standing in front of me - I think he is waiting for
me to kill him. He is giving me a clear opportunity to kill him...I'm thinking... 'Yes - I
will kill him to protect my little nephew.' I'm pressing on the trigger - "
"Suddenly a male has materialized between the 'dark man' and me. He is taking my
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weapons away from me...He says he will take care of the perpetrator, the 'dark man,' for
me." [57]
Originally, I believed that the aliens were testing me to see if I would kill to protect my
nephew. However, it is somewhat disconcerting that I did not actually see alien Beings
during this encounter. I saw two men, my nephew, and a lot of white light. Was this an
attempt at conditioning me - and if so, who was doing the conditioning?
Anyone who has read Martin Cannon's The Controllers, knows that he brings forth and
discusses several good arguments for his hypothesis that the UFO abduction
phenomenon might be a continuation of clandestine mind control experiments. Cannon
also offers much in the way of documentation to back up his claims. However, until we
can explain multiple abductions and cases involving multiple witnesses, I do not think
we can, at this point, say that all alien abductions are government mind control
experiments. However, it seems that some alien abductions are mind control
experiments. If I am wrong, then why would I have had the opportunity to actually see
"The Controllers" after one of my abduction experiences?
"I'm holding some papers in my hand. Everyone else has papers in their hands too. I
think they are for identification purposes...I'm writing my name on the top of these blue
papers in very large letters. I'm going to leave them in a slot in the wall with the rest...I
have to do this so the Beings will know I participated...I'm turning around - there's an
elevator. Oh, the controllers are coming out of the elevator and are walking toward me.
Now they are walking down a hallway..." [58]
With these few examples, I hope it is becoming clear that the line between alien
abductions and human abductions is not cut in stone. Are the "Controllers" aliens or
humans? Are they both? In this recent example, they looked completely human.

Animal Mutilations
In 1991, I presented my first public lecture about my abduction experiences to the
Pensacola, Florida, MUFON group. During the question and answer period after my
lecture, I was asked what I thought about the cattle mutilations. I confidently told the
audience that I felt most of the mutilations were being done by humans and were
probably government related. Needless to say, my answer did not go over very well with
my hosts, or the audience in general.
I haven't changed my opinion much over the past five years. I assert that many animal
mutilations are carried out by sick and evil people. Some are civilians, and some are
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military personnel. I also believe that most are affiliated with one or two particular
agencies in the United States government.
Dr. Richard Sauder also addresses the subject of cattle mutilations in his book
Underground Bases and Tunnels. He writes, "For many years, the working assumption
has been that human involvement in the mutilations was not possible because there is
presumed to be no known 'earthly' technology that could carry out these mysterious
mutilations. Reasons given include such factors as the surgically precise, 'laser-like'
incisions and wounds (allegedly impossible with contemporary medical technology);
lack of footprints; and absence of blood around mutilated carcasses." [59]
Dr. Sauder presents evidence to support his argument, including that "The Phillips
Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Base, in Albuquerque, New Mexico recently
announced that it has developed a 'very compact device' called the 'Laser Medical
Pac'..." [60] This laser medical pac just happens to be portable and "completely selfcontained." The portable medical pac laser can "cut like a scalpel, as well as coagulate
bleeding, and close wounds," and the output wavelength "can be designed to provide
different tissue interactions." [61]
Sauder supports his position by explaining how these mysterious cattle mutilators might
carry out the mutilation process and why. He also discusses how specific governmental
agencies like the EPA track, sample, and analyze milk from milk sheds across the
United States. The government not only tracks our milk, but it also tracks animals and
certain families who live near nuclear test sites. What are they looking for? Ostensibly,
the degree to which nuclear radiation has spread and infected our environment.
Why would the government, or even the aliens, need to take cattle from their fields
clandestinely in the night when they could take all the udders, blood, rectums, eyes, and
other soft tissues they want from any slaughter house in this country? It does not seem
logical, unless someone is introducing something into specific animals and is then
returning after a certain amount of time to analyze the effect that "something" had on the
animal. It would not be difficult to relocate the infected animal by the use of implants or
even by spraying the animal with a special substance that only shows up under certain
lights. For example, a light that is shown down onto a herd of animals from a hovering
helicopter.
Dr. Sauder also addresses an unusual "coincidence in time" between the government's
EPA milk testing program, abductions and animal mutilations. "As it happens, the
human abduction and animal mutilation reports began to occur in large numbers over
the last twenty years." [62] The key words in this phrase are "in large numbers."
According to abductees who were abducted in childhood, abductions were occurring
prior to twenty years ago. However, if we look at this time-frame with less emphasis on
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human abductions, it would appear that the government's EPA milk testing program and
animal mutilations may be connected.
In Project MILAB (which is also published on this web-site), Dr. Helmut Lammer
discusses his findings relating to abduction cases involving harassment of the abductee
by black unmarked helicopters and military personnel, and their association with animal
mutilations. Dr. Lammer writes, "The mysterious helicopter activity goes back to the
late sixties and early seventies, when they showed an apparent interest in animal
mutilations, but not in alleged UFO abductees...The helicopter activity began to increase
in relation to UFO abductions during the eighties up to the present day...[and] it also
continued to be reported in proximity to animal mutilation sites across North
America." [63]
According to documents obtained by Sauder, the EPA was established in 1970, and the
EPA is the agency that is running this government testing program. The information that
Dr. Sauder and Dr. Lammer have presented indicates there is a high probability that the
government is behind many, if not most of the animal mutilations and their related
helicopter activity.
One final question about the subject of animal mutilations: What about abductees who
claim to have witnessed an animal mutilation by aliens or a UFO? It is possible that both
government personnel and alien Beings are involved in the mutilation of animals
especially if government black-ops personnel are working with some of the aliens.
However, we should also consider what we have learned about behavior modification
and mind control. With the use of implants, as well as the use of hypnosis and drugs, it
has been proven that you can make a person see and feel almost anything. Did the
abductee or witness see lights in the sky associated with the mutilation, or did they see
an actual craft?
It is possible that some abductees are pawns who are being used to reinforce the "alien"
theme to further a cover-story for some covert government operation. For example,
perhaps there is more to the Human Genome Project and the reports of cloning than the
public knows, or perhaps the government simply wants to perpetuate the "evil aliens"
theme.
We must always remind ourselves that just because "we the public" are not aware that a
particular technology exists, this does not mean the technology being described by a
witness is extraterrestrial. It is very likely that those billions of tax dollars of ours have
been used to develop advanced technology about which we know absolutely nothing.
The government apparatus will use whatever technology it can without making it public
until civilian corporations that are not affiliated with the government invent the same or
a similar technology. It is when this occurs, or when the technology becomes obsolete to
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the government that the public is usually made aware of the "new" technology.
###

Project Open Mind concludes with Part Nine. Topics include Review with Questions,
Proof and Eyewitness Testimony, Technology Overlap, Personal Observations, A
Disturbing Time-Line, The Human Genome Project, and some final words from
abductees.
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Part Nine
Summary and Discussion
This section begins with an overview of what we know, followed by pertinent questions
relating to those facts. It is my hope that the following questions will generate dialogue
and further research relating to whether or not the military and other government
personnel that abductees report seeing during their experiences have both the motive and
the means for being there.

What We Know
Government documents exist that prove the CIA and other branches of the United States
government, including the military, performed mind control and behavior modification
experiments on human beings, sometimes with, but many times without their
permission. [64]
Are these or similar types of experiments continuing today?
The CIA has used secret CIA facilities located within the cover and protection of United
States military bases in other countries to perform mind control experiments. [65]
Does the CIA (or other agencies) have secret facilities on military bases
within the United States?
The United States government, with the support of large institutions such as the
Tuskegee Institute and big businesses such as Quaker Oats, deliberately infected
African-American citizens with infectious diseases, and administered plutonium to
children, pregnant women, nursing mothers, and others without their consent. [66] We
also know these so-called experiments continued as late as the mid 1970s, but we do not
know when (or if) they officially ended. [67]
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Are there other institutions and corporations who are willing to work
covertly with the government in a similar capacity today?
The UFO community and more recently the public, has heard eye-witness testimony
from people claiming to have been abducted and experimented on by alien Beings. More
recently, the UFO community has been learning about abductions during which military
and other official looking personnel have been seen.
Could these military and official looking personnel be aliens using
camouflage and screen memories, or are they really United States
Government personnel?
Abductees can produce eyewitness testimony without the use of hypnosis; and their
bodies show the bruises, scars, cuts, scrapes, and puncture wounds that occurred during
the abduction. In some cases, unusual stains have been found on their clothing, and
MRIs and X-rays show unusual objects in their bodies. Occurring less frequently,
female abductees who were pregnant prior to an abduction, but not after, can produce
D&C reports showing that no fetal tissue is present, but will also have in hand, an
ultrasound showing that a fetus was there just weeks or days before. [68]
Is "the vanishing twin" syndrome described by the medical community a
bona fide syndrome, or is it a convenient excuse for an anomaly the
medical community doesn't understand? How can a woman's body absorb
a fetus, but not her monthly menses? [69]
Mind control victims, some of whom have even more evidence than alien abductees,
find themselves with a much smaller community of supporters and researchers to
investigate their claims. These individuals also have MRIs and X-rays showing unusual
objects in their bodies, medical reports showing the sudden onset of life-threatening
brain diseases and other serious illnesses. They, too, can produce eye-witness testimony
(without the use of hypnosis), as well as other aftereffects of their experiences, such as
bruises, scars and puncture marks. [70]
Is it psychologically easier for society to believe that aliens would
experiment on us, rather than our government or certain corporations?

Proof and Eye Witness Testimony
Although the majority of the population may not be aware of it, United States
Government documents prove that our government has experimented on its own
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citizens, using a variety of substances, techniques, and devices, without their consent.
We can also prove that UFOs exist and have been studied and tracked by government
agencies at various facilities. However, we have yet to uncover government documents
that prove aliens are walking around on the planet, much less that they are abducting
American citizens.
We do, however, have reports from military personnel who have witnessed the
interaction of alien Beings and their craft on supposedly secret military installations.
These reports are difficult to investigate for two reasons: (1) The military personnel can
hardly go public without violating their security oaths and being severely disciplined,
and (2) Law enforcement officers, much less abduction and UFO researchers, are not
allowed on most military bases. The military has a system of "self-policing" which
guarantees any secrecy issue if required. [71]
We also have reports from abductees of seeing alien Beings in their homes, businesses,
and in various other places on the planet. In some respects, abductees' reports can be
compared to reports from women who were raped, prior to science and law enforcement
having the ability to analyze the blood or other DNA residue left behind during the
crime. Before these discoveries, courts and juries had to rely on eye-witness testimony,
alibis, and the like. Unfortunately, we know that many women were unable to obtain
convictions against their accused rapists because of a lack of "proof" and unfortunately,
prejudicial views.

Technology Overlap
Reports from mind control victims and alien abductees show a clear overlap in the
devices and technology being used. A few examples are listed for review purposes:
(1) Both groups of people report that they have been implanted with small devices
sometimes called "implants," "transponders," or "stimoceivers." In some cases these
implants are described as having been placed in or near their brains through the nasal
passage and the sinus cavity. The short-term results of these implants are nose bleeds,
and the long term results are hearing voices, Morse code type sounds, and sometimes
deadly illnesses such as cancer.
(2) Both groups of people report seeing or remembering humans performing the
implanting procedure (and other types of procedures) on them. Mind control victims do
not report seeing aliens, but abductees do report seeing humans. Sometimes these
humans are described as wearing military uniforms and/or white lab coats or surgical
scrubs.
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(3) Abductees and mind control victims report being harassed by mysterious helicopters,
having their communications monitored, being followed, feeling as if they have been
drugged, and actually remembering being given drugs and injections.
Finally, as I have described throughout Project Open Mind, both aliens and humans
appear to be using similar technology, tools, and facilities, such as: long needles,
laparoscopy devices, pills, powders, MRI-type scanning machines, terrestrial vehicles,
military bases and terrestrial looking underground facilities.

Personal Observations
Both my personal experiences and my research lead me to make the following
observations about the aliens and the apparent government involvement in the lives of
abductees.
I do not believe that all aliens are doing the same thing, although several types of Beings
do appear to be working together and are involved in the alien-human hybridization
process.
When the term "government" is used, I do not mean to imply that the entire United
States Government, including the military, are knowledgeable about alien abductions
and mind control experimentation. If the U.S. Government can be faulted as a whole, it
is for choosing to remain ignorant about subjects that are "inconvenient" for them to
investigate. I charge Congress with making a conscious decision not to act "For The
People" they serve, until they are forced to act.
I believe the government connection to certain abductees comes from "black-ops" or
covert groups within the intelligence community of the United States Government. It is
these individuals who are performing both physical experiments and mind control
related experiments on American citizens. Some of these unfortunate people are alien
abductees and some of these unfortunate people are not. I also believe there is more than
one agenda within the black-ops community and this has led to small "break-away"
groups. In addition, I have not ruled out the possibility that certain corporations may be
involved, especially on the R&D (research and development) side.
The aliens are aware of what the black-ops personnel are doing, and the black-ops
personnel are at least partially aware of what the aliens are doing. There is no way they
could not be. There are too many people who have gone public by publishing books and
consenting to interviews by the media. In addition, it is very easy to track abductees and
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their communications for the purposes of gathering information about their abductions.
The aliens are telepathic, or at the very least, are very adept at retrieving information
from abductees. They know what we know. In a sense, abductees are in the middle of a
fervent "tug-of-war" in which both sides are using them as biological and informational
"transfer and retrieval systems." It is my opinion that neither the aliens nor the
government/corporations care much about the welfare of their subjects.
The alien abductions will not continue in perpetuity. There will come a time when they
will stop and I believe it will be sooner rather than later; perhaps even within the next
ten years. [72]
It is believed by some researchers that the military personnel abductees see during their
experiences are really aliens who look just like us or that they are hybrids who have
been genetically engineered to look completely human. This is possible, but if true,
there would still have to be an element of governmental complicity. It is highly unlikely
that these hybrids or human-aliens could carry out such a large operation without our
government knowing about it. For example, their use of United States air space, military
bases, medical facilities, and various vehicles, including aircraft.

A Disturbing Time-Line
Drawing upon the abduction literature, personal research, and Dr. Richard Sauder and
Dr. Helmut Lammer's findings, I have discovered that very interesting parallels exist
between several aspects of the abduction phenomenon and activities of the United States
Government.
According to documents obtained by Dr. Sauder, the government created the
Environmental Protection Agency in 1970. At that time, the EPA began its wide ranging
milk-shed testing program and began tracking specific families living near certain
nuclear facilities. [73] In Dr. Lammer's article Project MILAB, he states that mysterious
helicopter activity dates back to the late 1960's and early seventies "when they showed
an apparent interest in animal mutilations, but not alleged UFO abductees." [74] Both
researchers have discovered a connection between an increase in reports of mysterious
helicopter activity and animal mutilations occurring during the same time frame.
In addition to Sauder and Lammer's findings, there are also other interesting
"coincidences in time," to quote Dr. Sauder. For one, as I mentioned earlier, the
government is not certain when (or if) the radiation testing ended in the 1970's. Even
worse, according to John Marks, in the late 1960's there were still seven surviving MKhttp://www.alienjigsaw.com/yk2/pom9.html (5 of 11)19.12.2005 20:11:27
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SEARCH subprojects that were saved by the then TSS's decision maker, Sid Gottlieb.
[75] Is it coincidental that just as the CIA's mind control and other experimental projects
were facing a premature demise, that suddenly the government became interested in
tracking people and animals for radiation levels, and that animal mutilations and
mysterious helicopter activity began to be reported?
What followed this mysterious activity during the 1970's? As Dr. Lammer points out in
Project MILAB, one important event was the creation of the Strategic Defense Initiative
or SDI. He believes that the secret black-ops task force involved in the "phenomenon"
may be funded in part from money set aside for SDI. Two other very important events
occurred during the eighties as well: (1) A flood of reports from people claiming to have
been abducted by aliens, and (2) The public announcement of the Human Genome
Project.

The Human Genome Project
According to the National Center for Human Genome Research, the Human Genome
Project (HGP) is an international research program designed to perform all of the
following:
●
●
●
●

Construct detailed genetic and physical maps of the human genome
Determine the complete nucleotide sequence of human DNA
Localize the estimated 50,000 to 100,000 genes within the human genome
Perform similar analyses on the genomes of several other organisms [animals]
used extensively in research laboratories as model systems [experimental
subjects] [76]

"The scientific products of the HGP will comprise a resource of genomic maps and
DNA sequence information that will provide detailed information about the structure,
organization and characteristics of human DNA - information that constitutes the basic
set of inherited 'instructions' for the development and functioning of a human
being." [my emphasis] [77]
The two main agencies in the United States Government that are responsible for the
development and planning of the HGP are the Department of Energy and the National
Institute of Health. Interestingly, this is the same DOE that was heavily involved in the
radiation experiments that became public knowledge earlier this decade. Even more
curious is the fact that in 1988, the Department of Energy chose Los Alamos National
Laboratory as one of its first laboratories to begin research on the Human Genome
Project. Below is a partial list of LANL's Human Genome Project goals:
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●

●

●

●
●

Short-term development and support for large-scale physical mapping and
sequencing projects
Long-term development of tools for storage, manipulation, and analysis of
genome data
Development and application of new methods for physical mapping and
sequencing
Rapid, inexpensive, large-scale sequencing
Studies of ethical, legal, and social issues arising from the increased availability
of genome data [78]

There is also a Human Genome Organization called HUGO. I came across a list of
member-scientists that was published in 1989. The list included the following
breakdown of the number of scientists from each country involved:
Spain 1, Sweden 3, Switzerland 4, The Netherlands 7, United Kingdom
33, USSR 5, West Germany 9, and the United States 103. [79]

If Aliens Are Real
There is no proof of any association between the Human Genome Project, mind control
victims, our elusive friends in black-ops, alien abductees, and alien Beings. There is
only a "coincidence in time" - and lessons from the past.
Some historians refer to the "distorted and paranoid mind-set during the Cold War"
when attempting to explain the government's actions to younger generations. If the
Russians were even thought to possess a drug, like LSD for example, or a technology
that we did not, that was a good enough reason for the United States to possess the same
drug or device. If the Russians were doing it, then by God - we were going to do it too only better.
Why would anything be any different when it comes to alien Beings? Aliens are
abducting American citizens. A secret task force is put in the position of finding out
what they are doing and why. They determine that it involves some type of
hybridization program involving genetic engineering - and the race is on. It only makes
sense that this special task force would find out everything they can about the aliens'
technology. The first thing they would probably do is study (by shooting down) one or
more of their craft, which according to several ufologists has already been done.
The next thing the government would do is monitor alleged abductees to find out what is
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being done to them. As we have already learned, monitoring comes in all shapes and
sizes; from the NSA monitoring all types of communications, to the use of auditory and
biological eavesdropping devices, or implants.
Let us assume that the abductees are right; the aliens are taking sperm and ova.
However, they are doing a lot of other things as well, such as experimenting with our
emotions and manipulating our belief systems. Now the government must consider how
to handle the possibility that alien Beings might be capable of manipulating the behavior
of human beings. The government is faced with the possibility of losing control over the
citizenry. In light of the government's past behavior, it would seem logical that it would
pursue something like the Human Genome Project: genetic engineering and cloning.
Abductees have reported seeing unusual looking fetuses, as well as animals suspended
or floating in liquid-filled containers. The babies and animals appear to be connected to
devices thought to be breathing or circulatory apparatuses. Don't be too quick to blame
these reports on suppressed images from a horrible sci-fi movie or society's fear of its
mortality as we move into the twenty-first century. Similar images of an animal
submerged in a liquid have been shown on CNN during quick references to genetic
engineering. The animal is connected to tubes while its jerking motions within the liquid
tell the viewer it is obviously - and sadly - alive.
Abductees are also reporting that they have seen their own clones; that they will be
given "new bodies"; and that they have also seen adult bodies suspended in a similar
type of liquid. [80]
Are we going ignore the "coincidences in time"? Are we going to ignore the similarities
between some of the technology that the aliens are using and the technology that human
scientists are using? Are we going to ignore eye-witness testimony?
Do some military and some government personnel that abductees report seeing during
their experiences have both the motive and the means for being there? My answer is an
emphatic "Yes."

Identity
I would like to leave you with some quotes from individuals who have seen not only
alien Beings, but human military and government personnel during their encounters. As
you read each one, I ask you to consider how you would feel had you walked in this
person's shoes.
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"Had dreams of being followed and that the government was after me.
Also that I'm being made to get ready to defend [something or someone]
and I'm being trained to kill. I don't even know who I am anymore. I feel
I'm losing my identity and my mind." [81]
***
"I have a fear, though. I'm afraid that they will never let me go...There's so
much control; like a tug-of-war going on right now... I feel as if I should
go to someone in the military and either give them information or receive
information from them. There's a part of me that feels as if I've been
trained all of my life for a specific purpose...I 'feel' as if it is a great
struggle; perhaps even a war...I feel as if I'm caught between three worlds:
the 'black,' the 'white,' and the 'gray.' " [82]
***
"I was facing a man with dark hair and a goatee. He looked 'military.' He
was sitting on one of those tall stools and he told me, "You don't need to
be looking into this subject or even talking about it. You just had a baby
and you need to concentrate on your new baby and just forget about all of
this.' " [83]
***
"A human-looking man with a widow's peak hairline entered and made a
full examination of her body, including a gynecological procedure. Then
he explained many things, telling her that she and other humans had been
'chosen' to carry out certain 'jobs' in the future." [84]
***
"I woke up remembering someone asking me, "What is your mission?" ...
over and over again. I couldn't get it out of my mind... I am remembering
someone trying to make me remember something, or attempting to get me
to tell them something. It's just on the edge of consciousness. I feel as if I
should walk into some government building or a military base and ask for
someone...in order to tell them, or for them to tell me..." [85]
***
"They came into our house and set up equipment in the living room...the
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army men wanted to talk to me the most, me, an eleven-year-old girl with
secrets in my head. But the beings told me I couldn't tell because 'there
will be those who will tamper with your mind.' And here they were, the
tamperers, the army men." [86]
***
"I met with at least two government men. I told them I was going to have
the implant in my chest removed. Basically told them to f--- themselves,
that I was going ahead with the operation. That's when they told me I
would be found and killed.
A 'guide' helped me. She told me what they had planned...who would be
doing the killing. I remembered telling God that I would do what ever he
wanted me to do while here on Earth... then I realized if I were dead, I
wouldn't be here and I wouldn't be able to complete my mission.
Two young men: one in his twenties and one in his early thirties: both
white with short hair. Intense. I knew them - they were familiar to me. At
one time I thought I could trust them. They were ordered to kill me if I
had the implant in my chest removed.
The two assassins came to the place where I was...to kill me. I let them
know by the way I greeted them (a look and silence) that I knew what
they had come for. I decided not to have the implant removed. I'm still in
the game. I have to be...it's the only way I can be here...do the job I'm
supposed to do." [87]

Many abductees feel as if they are being prepared for an important event in the future.
Something "very big" and something "very important." I have heard this time and time
again from abductees. Some people feel it is associated with earth changes, but just as
many feel it will be some kind of conflict in this country. Will it be an internal conflict?
Will we fight with the military against the aliens?
I cannot speak for others, but I do not expect anything unusual to occur simply because
we are approaching a new millennium. (I find the accusations associated with alien
abductions and the year 2000 absurd.) What abductees feel is coming is from years of
remembering what was done to us; what was said to us and what we have seen with our
own eyes. It is from years of preparation. There are a lot of abductees who have been
trained (or led to believe that they have been trained) for a very important event. I can
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only hope that when this "something" does occur, we have chosen the side of "good."

Closing Comments
I am no longer sure that all abductees can blame the troubles these experiences have
brought into their lives solely on alien Beings. It is time to address the important and
complicated questions that are asked in Project Open Mind and consider the possibility
that there are still people within the United States Government who are experimenting
on American citizens.
Although all I have to offer is my eye-witness testimony, I sincerely believe that alien
Beings have abducted me. I emphatically state, for the record, that most of the
experiences that I documented in The Alien Jigsaw and The Alien Jigsaw Researcher's
Supplement were alien experiences. A smaller portion of my experiences (both
published and unpublished), may indeed consist of some type of black-ops involvement.
###
[With the exception of the Hill case and possibly the Hopkins "gun staging" reference, all
abduction-related memories covered in this project were remembered consciously and were not
retrieved or "recovered" by the use of hypnosis.]

Project Open Mind ends with my Notes in Part Ten.
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